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CONVERSE THEOREMS FOR GL^
by J. W. GOGDELL* and I. I. PIATETSKI-SHAPIRO**

The objective of this article is to prove a criterion for a given irreducible representation II of GLJA) to be automorphic. This criterion traditionally is called a Converse
Theorem, after Hecke's celebrated Converse Theorem [17, 18]. The converse theorems
of this paper have an application to the problem of Langlands5 lifting of automorphic
representations from classical groups to GL^. This application will be considered in a
future joint publication with S. Gelbart, D. Ginzburg, S. Rallis, and D. Soudry.
The first converse theorem was actually proved by Hamburger in 1921 [5]. This
theorem states that any Dirichlet series satisfying the functional equation of the Riemann
zeta function ^(s) and suitable regularity conditions must be a multiple of ^{s). The
generalization to L-funcdons corresponding to holomorphic modular forms was done
by Hecke in 1936 [17]. The leading idea of Hecke was the connection of L-functions
which satisfy a certain functional equation with modular forms. However Hecke was
able to prove this connection only for holomorphic modular forms with respect to the
full modular group. In 1944 Maass extended Hecke's method to his non-holomorphic
forms, but still only for the full modular group [35]. The next very important step was
made by Well in 1967 [42]. Weil showed how to work with Dirichlet series corresponding
to holomorphic modular forms with respect to congruence subgroups of the full modular
group. Weil proved that if a Dirichlet series together with a sufficient number of twists
satisfy nice functional equations with suitable regularity then it comes from a holomorphic
modular form with respect to a congruence subgroup. The work of Weil marks the
beginning of the modern era in the study of the connection between L-functions and
automorphic forms.
In 1970 a remarkable new book came out: " Automorphic Forms on GL(2) "
by Jacquet and Langlands [21]. In this book, instead of automorphic forms, a new
object came into this scheme: automorphic representations. The basic result of Jacquet
and Langlands was the following. They attached to each automorphic representation
ofGL(2) an L-function and proved that the nice properties of this L-function, i.e., holo* The first author was supported in part by NSA grant MDA904-91-H-0040.
** The second author was supported in part by NSF grant DMS-8807336.
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morphic continuation and nice functional equations, are equivalent to the representation
being automorphic.
In the following we will use the language of automorphic representations rather
than the classical language of automorphic forms. However, for the applications to the
problem of lifting of automorphic representations, we need results which are more similar
to Well's theorem rather than that ofjacquet and Langlands. In order to get this result
we have to use Well's idea, but disguised in the language of automorphic representations. A preliminary version of these results over Q^ was given in [39].
We would like to thank Herv^ Jacquet and the referee for pointing out some
mistakes in an earlier version of this work.
1. Some basic definitions and notation
Throughout we will take k to be a global field. Let o denote its ring of integers.
For each place v of A we will let k^ denote the completion ofk at v. At the non-archimedean
places we will let o^ denote the ring of integers of ^, ?„ the unique prime ideal of o,,, ^
a choice of generator ofp,, and we will normalize the absolute value so that | ^ \y = q^1
where ^ = | Qjpy |. We will use either o^ or Uy for the group of local units. The symbol A
will denote the ring ofadeles of k and A x its group ofideles. Thus, A is the restricted product Tlyky of the completions of k with respect to the compact subrings o^. If S is a
finite set of places of k we will let Ag == II^g ^ ^d A8 = II ^g k^ so that A == k^ A8.
We will use a similar notation for ideles.
For each finite set of places S of k containing all archimedean places, the ring of
S-integers is Og = k n Ag II^g Op. We may view Og as a discrete subgroup of k^ through
the embedding of k into Ag. Let u8 = Il^g u^A^8. The class number Ag of Og,
called the S class number of A, is the cardinality of the S-class group
^ == A^AV^ u8 = ^(A^/ii8.
We fix a non-trivial normalized additive character ^ of A which is trivial on k.
Fix a basis { e^ } of K^ with respect to which the matrix structure of GL^ is defined.
Let B^ denote the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices, A^ its Levi subgroup
consisting of all diagonal matrices, and N^ its maximal unipotent subgroup. Let P^
denote the standard parabolic subgroup of GL^ associated to the partition (n — 1, 1)
of n. Let P^ C P^ be the mirabolic subgroup consisting of those matrices in P^ whose
last row is (0, ..., 0, 1). Let P^CP'^ denote the opposite mirabolic and parabolic. So
p^ == '(P^)"1. By Z^, we denote the center ofGL^.

For each non-archimedean place v we will let K,, = GLJoJ be a maximal compact
subgroup. We will always consider admissible representations II,, of GLJAJ on a complex
vector space Vn in the usual sense [6, 8, 9]. As is common, we will not distinguish
between admissible representations of GLJA,,) and of its Hecke algebra [6]. We will
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call an admissible representation unramified if the space of vectors fixed by K^ is onedimensional.
At an archimedean place y, we select as maximal compact subgroup K.,, either 0{n)
or U(n) defined with respect to the basis above. At an archimedean place v of k by an
admissible representation n,, of GL^(^) we will mean a smooth representation ofGL,,(AJ
on a complete Frechet space Vn whose subspace of K,,-finite vectors is an admissible
representation of its Hecke algebra [6] and such that ( F I ^ V n ) is a canonical smooth
model of moderate growth (in the sense of Gasselman and Wallach) of the underlying
representation of its Hecke algebra [10, 27].
Let v be any place of k and let ^ be any non-trivial additive character of ky.
Then ^ defines a character of N^y), which by abuse of notation we again denote
^ ^ by ^W = ^1.2 + ^2,3 + • • • + ^n-i,n) where n == (^i, i) e N^) relative
to the basis above. Let (lip, Vn ) be a finitely generated admissible representation of
GL^J. We let V^ denote the space of ^,,-Whittaker functionals on Vn 5 i.e., the space
of continuous linear functionals \ on Vn such that \{Tl^n) ^) == ^y{n) \(i;J for
all n e N^(AJ and all ^ e Vn . A representation 11^ of GL^J is of Whittaker type if II,,
is finitely generated, admissible, and dim(V^) == 1. In this case we have a non-zero
intertwining map from Vn to the Whittaker space ind^Y^) given by

^w^)=\(n^)y
where \ e V^, is a non-zero Whittaker functional. We will call the space of functions
')T(n^ ^) ==={W^(^) | ^ e n ^ } the Whittaker model of n^ (even though it is a model
for the Whittaker quotient of II,, unless the Whittaker map above is injective) and it is
unique. An irreducible admissible representation of Whittaker type is called generic.
For our purposes, we will only need consider representations of Whittaker type
of a certain nature. Let Q be the parabolic subgroup of GL^ associated to the partition
(^5 • • -9 ^w) °^- For each i let TC, be a quasi-square integrable representation of GLy.(AJ
(i.e., an irreducible admissible representation whose matrix coefficients become squareintegrable modulo the center after twisting by a suitable character of GLy.(^y)). Then
the (unitarily) induced representations
E^Ind^E^®...®^]
are of Whittaker type [4, 27]. Throughout this paper, by an induced representation of
Whittaker type (or, more succinctly, an induced of Whittaker type) we will always mean
one of these induced representations. From this it is clear that induced representations
of Whittaker type have well-defined central characters. Also, the subspace of K,,-fixed
vectors is at most one-dimensional.
In particular, let Q^ be the parabolic subgroup of GL^ associated to the partition
(r^, ...,r^) of n. For each i, let p, ^ be a tempered representation of GLy.(^). Let
MI > Kg > ... > u^ be a sequence of real numbers. Set
S, = Ind^[(p^0 | l-i) 0 ... ® (p^,® | M]
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(unitary induction). We call such a representation an induced representation ofLanglands
type. Then S, is an induced representation of Whittaker type [19, 26, 27]. If II, is an
irreducible generic representation ofGLJ^J then II, is necessarily an irreducible induced
representation of Langlands type [26, 27]. The Langlands classification for GL^(AJ says
that every such 3, has a unique irreducible quotient II,, and every irreducible admissible
n, occurs uniquely as the quotient of some S, [7].
Consider a representation II of GL^(A) on a space V == Vn. This representation
is called factorizable if there are local representations II, of GL^(^) on spaces V,, such
that II, is unramified for almost all places v and (II, V) is the restricted tensor product
of the (II,, V,) as in Flath [12]. We will denote this simply by 11 == ®II,. We will
always consider admissible representations of GL^(A) in the sense of [6] or [12]. If
I! == 0 II, is factorizable and admissible then each II,, is admissible, and conversely.
If S is a finite set of places of k we will let Gg = GLJ&g) == II.gg GL^(AJ and
G8 = GL^A8) ==II^sGL^). Similarly, for 11 = 0 II, factorizable we shall let
IIg == ®^g II, be the associated representation ofGg and IIs == ®,,^g n ^ be the associated representation of G8, so that II == IIg ® II8.
If II == ® II, is an admissible factorizable representation of GL^(A) we will say
that II is of Whittaker type, induced of Whittaker type, or generic if each II, is and,
in addition, at the places v where II,, is unramified the space of K,-fixed vectors is not
in the kernel of the map to the Whittaker quotient. (This last condition is automatic
ifll, is generic or induced of Langlands type since in these cases the map to the Whittaker
model is an isomorphism [26].) In these cases there is a unique global Whittaker functional \ (up to scalars) given by the product of the local Whittaker functionals \ suitably
normalized. At the places v where II,, is unramified, there is a distinguished unramified
vector ^ with respect to which the restricted tensor product is taken. At these places
we always normalize the Whittaker functionals \ so that \(SS) == 1. In terms of the
local Whittaker models, this implies that W^(IJ = 1. If^(II,, ^) are the local Whittaker models, then ^(11, ^) = 0^(11,, ^). It is again clear that global induced
representations of Whittaker type have central characters.
If II == ® 11^ and IT = 0 11^ are two factorizable admissible representations
of GLJA) then we will say that they are quasi-isomorphic if Tly ^ II, for all non-archimedean v for which both II, and 11^ are unramified.
By an automorphic representation of GL^(A) we will mean an admissible subquotient representation of the space of automorphic forms c^(GL^(^)\GL^(A)) [6]. By
a proper automorphic representation we will mean an admissible subrepresentadon of the
space of automorphic forms J^(GL^)\GL^(A)). By a cuspidal automorphic represen-

tation we will always mean an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation. These
are of course always proper.
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2. Basic converse theorems
Let 11 == ® II,, be an admissible factorizable representation of GL^(A) such that
each 11^ is either irreducible or induced of Whittaker type. Let T denote a factorizable
automorphic representation of GL^(A) for some m with 1 < m ^ n — 1 such that each T,,
is irreducible or induced of Whittaker type. Then from the local theory of L-funcdons
for GL^(^) [24, 27] for each place v we have a local L-funcdon L(II,, x T,,, s) and local
s-factor s(II,, X T^,,J, 4'J attached to II and T. We may then formally define a global
L-funcdon

L(n x ^ s ) ==nL(n,
x ^,s)
v
and a global e-factor

e(n x T, s, ^) == ne(n, x r,, s, ^).
v

To see that these are actually well-defined we need the following elementary lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. — The fi-factor s(II X T, s, ^) is absolutely convergent and if the central
character con °f^ i3 invariant under kx then

e(n x ^s) ==ns(n, x T,,^,^)
v

is independent of ^.

Proof. — For almost all v, 11^, T,, and ^ will be unramified and so

e(n, x T,^,^) = i
for these places. Thus e(II X T, j, ^) is convergent.
To prove that the product is independent of the choice of additive character we
must consider how the local s-factor changes when we change our addidve character ^{x)
to ^(x) == ^(\x) with 7^ ekx. Recall that the local e-factor is defined by the local functional equation [24, 27]

-i-i^ .(n. x ,.„, t.) «..(- D- - ^•^•T'7"
L(n,XT,,^)

L(II, x'?„, 1 --r)

where W e ^-(II,,, ^), W e -^^, ^-1), W(5) = W(^ (^-1) e ^(R,, ^-1),
<V'(,?) = W(w^ <^-1) eiT{^ ^). The Weyl elements involved are

and

I'
w.

J '
21
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the longest Weyl element of GLy, and
w,

••'"

=^
\0

°}

^J'

whereas p denotes right translation in the Whittaker model. The integrals themselves
are given by
Y(W,W';^)
;W;s)= f
W^
° \W
w
1° ) w '^l det W -( " - " l)/2 ^
JNCT«;,)\GL.,()L) ^
\0 IB-OT/
and, setting k = n — m — I,
Y(W,W';^)
/5 0 0\
W I x I, 0 ) W'(^) | det(5) |-<»-"»>/2 ^ ^.
•'N«,(il;,)\GL.,,(Jl-,)
N^(t,)\GL^(^) Jl
•'Mt^it,)

\Q 0

I/

To change the Whittaker model from those with respect to tp, to those with respect
to ^, note that if we set
^'-1
X(1—- 2

a,(X) =

eB.(A),

then for W e-)r(n,, 4»,) we have /(a»(X)) W(^) = W(a»(X) ^) eir(n,, ^). Note that
the local L-funcdons are independent of the choice of ^,. Hence e(II, x T,, s, <^) is
defined by the local functional equation

W^W)^,/{^W)w;s)
L(II, xr,,s)

c(n,xT,,^^)<oj-i)-i

^(P(^,J (^(«n(X)) W)~ (^(^(X)) W')-; 1 - s)
L(it, x -?„ 1 - s)
Now a straightforward computation gives
Y(/(a,(X))W,/(a^))W';.)
^IXJ^^^^xr-Y p
\

m
\

)W,W',S\
^-mW/

/
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with
A = m{m — n) — . m(m •— 1)
B

== 2o (m ~" n) [\m^m ~~ %) ~~ o2 ^(m -- 1) I/ + ^6(^ — 1) w(w + 1).

An equally straightforward calculation gives
^(P(^,J (^nW) WF, (^JX)) W'n 1 - .)

-i^r-^^n^^^rY^p^j^^
\

\

\

)w) ,w';i-.)
^-mWI

I

I

with
G = — m2 + ^ m{m — 1)
D == - m(n — m — 1) {n — m — 2) + - (^ — w) (w 2 — - w(w — l)j

+ , ( w - l ) w ( w + 1).
b
Then using the definition of the respective local e-factors, we find

e(n, x T,, s, ^) = ^r ^r i ^ ir'"' e(n, x r,, s, ^)
with d == nm — - m{m + 1).

Taking the product over all places of k and using the product formula we find

s(n x T, s, ^) = conM- ^y s(n x r, ^ +).
Since T is automorphic its central character is invariant under k^. Hence if(x>n ls invariant
under ^ x we see that the product s(n X T, s, ^) = e(II X T, s) will be independent
of the choice of ^. D
Lemma 2.2. — Suppose 'L^Il^s) ==n,,L(n,,, s) is absolutely convergent in some halfplane. Then for any automorphic representation T = ® T,, of GL^(A) which is either irreducible
or induced of Whittaker type the Euler product for L(II X T, s) is also absolutely convergent in
some half-plane.

Proof. — Let T be a finite set of places of k containing all archimedean places

such that 11^ is unramified for v ^T. Then the local L-factor for the places v ^T will
be of the form

L(n^)=ri(i---^^r 1 .
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Globally, let us write

L(n,.)-L^n,.) 1^(11,.),
where

Lr(iu)== n L(II^)
vGT

is a finite product, and hence always absolutely convergent, and

i^n,^ nL(n,,.)= n n (i ~^,^-r1.
v(j£?T

vf^T i== 1

Then if the Euler product for L(II, s) is absolutely convergent for Re(^) > CQ) we have the
estimate \a^\ < q^ for all v ^ T, with the implied constant independent of i and v.
Let T == ® T^, be an automorphic representation of GL^(A) which is irreducible
or induced ofWhittaker type. Then we know that the Euler product for L(r, s) converges
absolutely in some half-plane, say Re(^) > c^. Enlarging T if necessary, we may assume
that ^y is also unramified for v ^ T. Then, as above, we have

L(T,,.)- n (i-A,,^)- 1
3=1

with the estimate | b^y \ < q^.
The Euler factor for L(II^ x ^,s) for v (f=T is given by

L(n, x T,,.) - n n (i -^^^-r^ 5 (i -^,^-8)-1.
i^l 3=1

fc=l

Since we have the estimate | ^ „ [ = | ^ „ || &,^ | <^ y^04'01 for v ^T, we see that the
Euler product for L(II X T, .?) is absolutely convergent for Re(^) > CQ + ^i + !• D
Let ^l denote the outer automorphism ^h^^ 1 == ^-1 of GL^. For any representation TC of GL^ over a local or global field, let -^(g) = 7r(<?1). If n^ is an induced of
Whittaker type, then so is n^. If 11^ is irreducible, then so is Tl'y and in fact H^ ^ H^
the contragredient representation.
Lemma 2.3. — Suppose L(II, s) converges in some half-plane and that the central character
ofll == ® n^ ^ invariant under k^. Then the Euler product for L(IP, s) also converges absolutely
in some half-plane, as do the L(n1 X r1, s) for any automorphic representation T of GL^(A)
which is irreducible or induced of Whittaker type.

Proof. — We may assume that the central character (Ojj of 11 is unitary. For if
it is not, we have | ^{a) \ == | a [d for some d + 0. If we let co_^(a) = \a\~dln and
set II' = II ® ^-d'in t^len n' has a unitary central character. Since L(IT, s) == L(II, s — d[n)
we see that L(n, s) is absolutely convergent in some half-plane if and only if L(IT, s) is.
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For v ^ T, with T as in Lemma 2.2, 11^ will be unramified and we have unramified
characters ^ „, ...,^,, of GL^J such that II,, is the unramified constituent of
Ind^y^,,® ... ® ^ J . The local factor L(n^, J) is then 11(1 —<^i,„?7 8 )~ l with
^ „ = = (JL, „(©„). The central character of II,, is <x)n == 11^,,. Since this is unitary,
we have
n

n

i = I ^n^.) I == n i ^,,(CTJ i == n i ^j.
Sdll for v ^ T, if II,, is as above, then H^ will be an unramified constituent of
Ind^y^ ® ... ® ^y. Its local factor will then be L(II;,, s) == n(l - b,^q^1)-1
with ^, = ^(o,)~1 == ^1.
Now assume that L(II, s) converges absolutely for Re(^) > c, so that we have the
estimate | ^ „ | ^ ^. Then for | ^ „ | we have
l)c

I^J- ni^j-^ nKj ^j+i

J+i

.

Hence the Euler product for L(IP, s) converges absolutely for Re(^) > {n — 1) c + 1.
The rest of the lemma now follows form Lemma 2.2 applied to II1. D
Definition. — Let n == ® Ily be a factorizable admissible representation of GL^(A) such
that each local component 11 ^ is either irreducible or induced of Whittaker type and such that its
central character On ts invariant under kx and its ^-function L(II, s} is absolutely convergent in
some half-plane. Let T be an automorphic representation of GL^(A) which is either irreducible or
induced of Whittaker type. We will say that'll X T, s) ismceifL{Tl X T, s) WL(IP X T\ s)
have an analytic continuation to entire functions ofs which are bounded in vertical strips and satisfy
the functional equation

L(n x T, s) = s(n x T, s) L(IT x r1, i - j).

A converse theorem for GL^ is a criterion in terms of the L(II X T, s) for determining when 11 is actually an automorphic representation. Our first converse theorem,
modeled on that ofjacquet and Langlands, is one of the end products of years of collaboration of the second author with H. Jacquet and J. Shalika (for example [22-24]).
In the function field case, this theorem was proven in the 1970's by the second author [38].
The same method of proof works in the number field case now that the local archimedean
theory has been completed by Jacquet and Shalika [27].
Theorem 1. — Let II be an irreducible admissible representation of GLJA) whose central
character con is invariant under kx and whose Li-function L(II, s) is absolutely convergent in some
half-plane. Suppose that L(II X T, s) is nice for every cuspidal automorphic representation T
of GL^(A) for all m with 1 ^ m< n — 1. Then li is a cuspidal automorphic representation

ofGL^A).
This theorem yields maximal information about II, namely that it is actually
cuspidal automorphic, but it requires nice behavior of the L-functions under twists
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by all cuspidal automorphic representations on all smaller GL^'s. We will give variants
of this theorem where we require the L-functions to be nice under a smaller set of
twists. For this we must use the ideas of Weil. The most typical converse theorem of
this type is the following.
Fix a finite set of places S of A containing all archimedean places. For each integer w,
let
^g(w) == { n : TT is an irreducible generic automorphic representation
of GL^(A), unramified at all u ^S}.
Similarly, let ^(w) be the set of cuspidal elements ofQg^)Theorem 3. — Let n ^ 3. Let II he an irreducible admissible representation of GL^(A)
whose central character con is invariant under kx and whose ^.-function L(II, s) is absolutely
convergent in some half-plane. Let & be a non-empty finite set of places of k containing all archimedean places such that the ring Og of ^-integers has class number one. Suppose that for every m
with 1 ^ m ^ n — 1 and every T e ^(m) the ^function L(II X T, s) is nice. Then there exists
an irreducible automorphic representation II' ofGL^A) such that Tl^ ^ II,, for all non-archimedean
places v where Hy is unramified.

This will be proved in Section 11.
We will also give a version of this theorem where we put the extra hypothesis
that II be generic. In this case we can draw slightly stronger conclusions. These are
stated as Theorem 2 and its corollaries, which can be found in Section 7.
We believe that it is not necessary to have control of so many twists to be able to
draw conclusions about the automorphic nature of II. Twists by characters of Gl*i
might be enough. We state this in the following conjecture.
Conjecture. — Let II = ® 11^ be an irreducible admissible representation of GL^(A) whose
central character (Ojj is invariant under kx and whose 'L-function L(II, s) is absolutely convergent
in some half-plane. Assume that L(II ® co, s) is nice for all characters co of kx\AX. Then there
exists an automorphic representation II' of GL^(A) which is quasi-isomorphic to H and such that
L(n ® (o, s) == L(n' ® (o, s) and s(II ® co, s) == £(IT ® co, s).

The validity of this conjecture would have very fundamental applications to the
problem of Langlands lifting.
This conjecture is known to be true for n == 2 [21] and n == 3 [22] and we actually
have II = II'. The first example where II + II' was constructed in [38] for n == 4 and
the construction provides examples for all n ^ 4.
3. Outline of the proof of Theorem 1
Let us first outline the proof Theorem 1 under the more restrictive hypothesis
that II === ® Tly is generic, i.e., each 11^ is generic.
Let us begin with an arbitrary ^ e Vn. Our goal is to embed Vn in
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J^(GL^)\GLJA)) such that the actions ofGL^(A) are intertwined. Since Vn is linearly
spanned by decomposable vectors we may assume that ^ is decomposable, i.e., ^ == ® ^
with ^ e Vn . As a first step let us associate to S; some function on GL^(A). This is where
the assumption that II is generic comes into play. Each Hy has a unique Whittaker
model ^(11^, ^) and to each ^ is associated a function W^ (^) e^(II^,^). For
almost all u, Tly will be unramified and there is a distinguished unramified vector ^
with respect to which the restricted tensor product is taken. At these places we normalize
the Whittaker model so that W^j(IJ = 1. Now to S e V^ associate the global function
^s(^) === riy W^ (gy). Since for almost all y, ^ is the distinguished unramified vector ^ in
Vn^ and gy e GL,»(oJ, this product converges absolutely to a continuous function on GL^(A).
We first attempt to make an automorphic function from S by averaging as much
as possible over GL^(A). First note that W^(^) is left invariant under both N^(A) and
ZJA). To get further invariance, consider the sum
V,(g) =

S

s

W,(Y^)

Y'eN^i(fc)\GL«_i(fc)

Y £ N^(fc)\Pn(fc)

w

s

0\

5

This sum converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets to a continuous function
on GL^(A) which is cuspidal along the unipotent radical of any maximal parabolic
subgroup of GL^ containing B^. As a function on GL^(A), V^{g) is left invariant with
respect to P^(A) and ZJA) and hence with respect to the full parabolic subgroup P^(^)
associated to the partition (n — 1, 1) of n.
We next construct a second function V^(^) associated to S; which will be related
to V^{g) via the functional equation of the L-funcdon. Put
w»

w.n-1

where
w,

is the longest Weyl element ofGLy. Then, if we consider W^(a^), this is left invariant
under

l a » * on
*

a^N^a,
0

0

1

0

* . . . * !
which we will denote by N^(^). Note that N^(^) C P^(^) where P, is the mirabolic opposite
to P..
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Then let us set
V^)=

S_

W,(a^)=

Y eN»(fc)\P»(fc)

S
^ e N,,.i(fc)\GL^i(&)

W j a ^ ' "LI
\

\0

I / /

To deduce the properties of V^ from those above for U^, let us recall that if we set
W^)=W,(^^- 1 ),
then W^ is in the Whittaker model for H, the contragredient representation [24, 25, 27].
Then we have

v.te)-

2

W,^' °U

Y'eN^_i(A;)\GL^_l(fc)

• ^0

where

^-,).....("- j

and

S ' = = n ^ - 1 °k
\ 0
1;

I/

/

We may conclude that V^) converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets to a
continuous function an GLJA). It is left invariant with respect to P^(A) == ^'(A)-1.
To any ^ we have attached two functions on GL^(A), one invariant under P^(A)
and the other under P^). Note that together P^(A) and P^k) generate all of GLJA).
Our strategy will be to use the global functional equation to prove that UJ^) == VJ^),
which will show that this function is in fact invariant under GL^k) and hence automorphic.
To relate U^ and V^ to the L-funcdon we consider the following integrals. If we
restrict U^g) or V^) to GI^_i(A) C GL^(A) embedded in the standard way, then
^l

j

and

^t

j are rapidly decreasing automorphic forms on GL^_i(A).

Let T be an irreducible proper automorphic representation of GL^_^(A) and let 9 be
an automorphic form in the space of T. Set
I

U^ ( A

^ 9; s) =
^GLn_i(fc)\GL^_i(A)

\0

°1 9(A) | det(A) l 8 -^ rfA.
I/

The integral I(S,9$^) converges absolutely for Re(J) > 0. If we unfold the series
defining U^ (

), we find
I

W^ ( A °] W^(A) | det(A) |8-(1/2) ^

^ 9;^) ==
^Nn.itAAGLn^A)

\0

I/

=Y(Ws,W,;.)
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where
W,(A) ==

<p(^) ^) dn
JN^_i(A;)\Nn_i(A)

i.e., W^A) e^T(T^-1).
Similarly, for V^ we may define the integral
T(S, 9; s) == f
JGL.,_i(fc)\GL.._i(A)
^GL»_i(fc)\GL»_i(A)

V^ (A °] 9(A) | det(A) l 8 -^ dh.
\0

I/

This will converge for Re(J) < 0. If we unfold it, we find
T(^ 9; s) == f
<• //N„_l(A)\GL„_l(A)
N„_1(A)\GL„_1(A)

\^ (A °] W^h) | det(A) |<i-^-<i/2) ^
\0

I/

==Y(W,,W,;1-.),
where, as before, we set
^W = W,(^ ^-1)

W,(A) = W,(^_, ^-1).

Both of these families will have an analytic continuation to entire functions of.?, bounded
in vertical strips. To see this we must relate these global integrals to the global L-funcdon.
Up to this point, nothing is used other than general properties of Whittaker functions. To prove the continuation of these integrals and relate them, we must use our
assumptions on the L-functions. The integrals are related to the global L-functions
through their expressions as Whittaker integrals. In fact, we have
I(S, 9; ^ - ^(W^, W,; s) == L(n x T, s) E(.)
T(S, 9; ^

=

^(W^, ^; 1 - s) == L(fi x ?, 1 - s) E(s)

where E(^) and E{s) are entire funcdons of s. The analytic condnuadon of the global
L-funcdons then implies that I(S, 9; s) and T(S, 9$ s) both have condnuadon to entire
funcdons of s which are bounded in verdcal strips.
The global funcdonal equadon for L(II x T, s) will allow us to relate I(^ 9$^)
and I(S, 9$^) and hence U^ and V^. From the local functional equadon we have
^(W^W^.)

T(W^, W^; 1 - .)

L(II,XT^)

L(fl,x^,i-.)

—————— s(n x T,, s, 4',) "-Ttv(— i)" 1 = —^———-———.
Using this, the global functional equation will imply that upon taking products we have
Y(Ws,W^)=Y(W^,W,;l-,)
or

I(^<P;^) =T(S,9;^)

for all s.
22
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If we set F^ == U^ — V^ then F^j

(is rapidly decreasing on GL^ _ i(&)\GL^ _ i(A).

If we restrict to SL^(A) then F^

°) will be in L^SL^.^SL^^A)) and if

we interpret the above equality in terms of F^, we see that
f

F,^ °\^h)dh=0

JsL^_i(fc)\SL^_i(A)

VO

A

/

for all 9 occurring in irreducible automorphic subrepresentations of SL^_i(A). If
we then apply the weak form of Langlands9 spectral theory we may conclude that
F^ ° ) = 0 .
\0 I/
Since F, (h °\ = 0, we have that U^ (h °} = Vg (h °} for all h e SL,_i(A)
'\0 1;
\0 I/
\0 1;
and in pardcular Ug(l) = V^(l). Since this is true for all ^, then
U^) = Un,^(l) = Vn(,,s(l) = V,^)
for all g e GL»(A). We now have that V^{g) is invariant under P»(^), P»(^), and 7,^k).
Since these generate GL^k) we see that U^ e ^/(GL»(^)\GL,(A)). Thus the map
^ i-^.Ug(^) embeds II into ^(GL»(^)\GL^(A)). Hence n is an automorphic subrepresentation.
To see that 11 is cuspidal, since V^{g) is given by the convergent " Fourier
expansion "

U^)=
'

S
TeN^_i(fc)\GL»_i(fc)

wjf^ °\g\
'\\0

I/

/

without constant term, we observe that for any parabolic Q^ the constant term of U^
along dis 0. Hence U^ e ^°(GLJA)\GLJA)), i.e., U^ is cuspidal and hence n is
cuspidal. This is the conclusion of Theorem 1.
4. Preliminary considerations on Whittaker models
Before we turn to the rigorous proof of Theorem 1, we would like to gather together
some known results which we will need. We begin with the following local and global
estimates for Whittaker functions.
If v is a place ofk then by a gauge on GL^J is meant a function (B^ which is left
invariant under N^J, invariant on the right under K^^ and which on \{k^) has the
form
P,(^) = 1 ^ 2 • • • ^-ll^0^^ ...^n-l),
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where
^2

• • •

^

^ ...

fl-

h=A^),

^ is real and non-negative, and 0 is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on^~ 1 [22, 27]. A global
gauge on GL^(A) is defined analogously [22]. Then the standard estimates on Whittaker
functions are the following.
Lemma 4.1. — a) Let Hy be a generic representation or an induced representation of Whittaker
type of GL^) with (On its central character. Let \ (o^WI == I A? 1^- Then/or any W,, e^(n^ ^)
there is a gauge ^ such that | W,(&,) | < P,(^,) | det(^) |^.
^ Let H be a generic representation or an induced representation of Whittaker type o/*GL^(A)
whose central character <x)nls invariant under kx and whose 'L-function L(II, s) is absolutely convergent
in some half-plane. Let \ onW I === I x {d9 Then for any ^ e II there exist a global gauge (3 such
that\^^g)\^^g)\^t{g)f\

Proof. — a) When v is a non-archimedean place of A and 11^ is generic this is just
Proposition 2.3.6 of [22]. As noted in Remark 2.2.5 of [22], the proof is still valid if II,,
is induced of Whittaker type. For v an archimedean place this follows from Proposition 2.1 of [27] and the comments following it.
b) Let IT = II ® (o_^ as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, so that II7 has a unitary
central character. The product L(IT, s) also converges absolutely in some half-plane.
Let T be a finite set of places of k such that 11^, and hence 11^, is unramified outside T.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, for v (f: T we have that 11^ is the unramified constituent
of Ind^^pLi^® ... ® ^ J . I f L ( n ' , ^ ) converges absolutely for Re{s) > Cy then
we have seen that we have the uniform estimate | ^(csj | < q^. Since II' has a unitary
central character, we also have a uniform lower estimate of ^ (w--l)co < | ^,„(c^,)|•
Hence there exists a uniform rfo, independent of v, such that q^d9< \ ^v^v)\ ^ ^°
for all v i T.
Now applying Proposition 2.4.1 of [22] we see that we can choose a compatible
family of local gauges { ^ } for the II,, as in a) such that (B = II ^ is a global gauge and
gives the estimate in b). D
5. Preliminary considerations on Langlands9 spectral theory
For the proof of Theorem 1 we will need the weak form of Langlands' spectral
theory for SL^_i. We recall here what we will need, specialized to SL^_r For details,
see [33], [14] or [36].
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The standard parabolic subgroups of SL^_i are parameterized by partitions
(^i, .. .3 fly) of n — 1. To such a partition we associate the parabolic subgroup P containing the upper triangular matrices having Levi component

f ('"• \

M = { m ==
•

l

•

•

\

| | m, e GL^. and II det(^) == 1 }.

•

•

'

i==l

*

We will denote this group by M == S(GL^ X ... X Gl^). The group R^ of rational
characters of M is isomorphic to Z1""1. If a == [a^ ..., a^-i) e Z r ~ l then we associate
to it the character
Xa^-n'detW.
i==l

We will also denote this by ^o(w) = w®.
Every rational character defines a homomorphism from M(A) to the idele group A^.
Hence for each % e R^ we have | ^ | : M(A) -> R^. Let M^A) C M(A) be the subgroup
defined by
M^A) = PI ker I ^ I.
X€BM
Then if we let RM(C) = RM^c ^ CT~1 and let s ^ ^ • • •? ^r-i) e cr-l?
defines a character of M(A) trivial on M1(A) by

ever

y •y

^(m) = ^ I det(m,) I8*,
i =1

which we will also denote by | m |8.
Consider the homomorphism v : M(A) -> (R^)1'"1 given by
v(m)=(|det(^)|,...,|det(^_,)|).

The kernel of this map is precisely M^A). Its image is (R^"1 if k is a number field and
is {(f'y'1^ (R^y-1 if k is a function field and q is the order of its field of constants.
Let V^ denote this image.
If we let X^ denote the group of characters of M(A) which are trivial on M^A),
then X^ is the character group ofV^. Hence if k is a number field we have
X^ - R^(C) ^ C-1
whereas if k is a function field then
2ni
^ , / 2ni
X, = R^O/^-R^ C^/,27^-1.
Mv
Viogy
/^S^

In either case, X^ has the structure of a complex manifold.
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Now let a be an irreducible admissible cuspidal representation of M(A). Then
we may form the induced representation Ind^-^^o) which we view as the space of
functions 9 : SL^_^(A) -> C such that for all ^eSL^_i(A), the function m (-> ^(mg)
is in CT®8^ 2 . Let I (or) denote the subspace of admissible vectors of this induced representation. So 9 e I((T) if it is smooth, K-finite, and satisfies the previous condition.
If g eSL^_i(A), then g will have an Iwasawa decomposition g = umk relative
to P, where u e U(A) the unipotent radical of P(A), m e M(A), and k e K = II,, K,,.
Write m = m{g). This is not unique, but its image ^(m{g)) in M^A^M^A) is uniquely
defined. If 9 £l((7) then the function
9X3 ^«-^9(<?) 1^(5) I s

isinl(a®^).
We are now ready to define the Eisenstein series we will use. IfMis a Levi subgroup
of a parabolic subgroup P ofSL^_i, a a unitary cuspidal representation of M, 9 el(<r),
and s e C7'""1, set
E^;.)=

S

^g)\m^g)\8

Y6P(fc)\SL^_i(fc)

whenever this converges. The facts we will need about the Eisenstein series are contained
in the following theorem.
Theorem Sl. — The series defining Ey(^; s) converges absolutely and uniformly on compact
subsets for all s in the positive cone

X^ ={s eX^ | Re(^) - Re(^,) > 1 }
(set Sy =0^. In this region, Ey(^; s) is a holomorphic function of s and is of moderate growth
on SL^_i(/fe)\SL^_i(A). Moreover/or s eX^

E^;.)e^(SL^,(ft)\SL,_,(A)).
For generic s e X^, I(o® ^g) is irreducible and the map 9 i-> Eq,(^; s) defines an embedding of
I(o®^) as an automorphic subrepresentation of j3^(SL^_i(A)\SL^_i(A)).

Besides the Eisenstein series we need another family of functions which seem
to go by many names (incomplete theta series, pseudo Eisenstein series, etc.). Let
us introduce them through the Paley-Wiener functions on X^. If k is a number field,
so X^ ^ C'""1, then P(X^), the space of Paley-Wiener functions on X^, is the space
of holomorphic functions f: X^ —> C which satisfy an estimate of the following type.
For each /eP(X^) there exists a real number r and for each n e N there exists a
constant €„ such that
l/MI^G^-'l^^l+ll.ll)-".
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/

o -

If k is a function field, then X^ ^ CY- 3 ,—— Z1'-1 and P(XJ is the set of functions
logy
81
which are given by polynomials in q , ...,^-i and their inverses.
If we define the Fourier transform on functions on X^ by
f{m) = f

J

'

'

jEe(s)=Ee(ao)

/MM8 A,
•

'

1

then/(w) is a function on V^ == M(A)/M (A) and the space of Paley-Wiener functions
on XM has the equivalent characterization by /eP(XJ if and only if /eC^^).
For 9 el(cr) and/eP(XM) we define
6,,^) =

S

9(Y^)/(^)).

YeP(&)\SLn_i(fc)

Then first basic result on these functions is the following.
Theorem S2. — The sum 6y ^{g) converges absolutely and uniformly on compact sets to a
rapidly decreasing function on SL^_i(^)\SL^_i(A). It has an expansion in terms of Eisenstein
series by

^^-L^^^^^M^
for any SQ e X^.

To state what we have called the weak spectral theorem, let us recall the convention
that for M = SL^_i itself, both the Eisenstein series Ey(^$ s) and the series Q^f(g)
reduce to just the cusp forms 9 in the cuspidal representation a of SL^_i(A). Then by
weak spectral theory we mean the following result [36, Theorem II. 1.12].
Theorem S3. — The collection of all functions of the form Q^f(g) obtained as M runs over all
Levi subgroups o/*SL^_i, a all unitary cuspidal representations o/M(A), 9 e I(cr), andfe P(X^)
are dense in lASL^^SL^^A)).

We will use this in the form of the following standard corollary. We repeat the
proof for the convenience of the reader.
Corollary. — Let F(^) be a smooth function of rapid decay on SL^_i(A)\SL^_i(A).
Suppose that
JSL.
(^SL.
^^W^^0
J SI^ _ i(fc)\
SL» _ i(A)

for all Einstein series Ey(^; s) as M runs over all Levi subgroups ofSL^_^, a all unitary cuspidal
representations of M(A), 9 e I(<r), and all s in a Zariski open subset of X^. Then ¥{g) == 0.

Proof. — Since F(^) is smooth and of rapid decay it lies in L^SL^^VSL^^A)),
and hence by Theorem S3 it suffices to show that

^^L^^^^^-o
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for all Q^f(g) as in the statement of that theorem. If we replace 6<p ^(g) by its expansion
in terms of Eisenstein series from Theorem S2, we have
I(<nf) = f
v l 3 J /

f

JsL»_i(fe)\SL^_i(A) JEe(8)=Ee(so)

F(^) EJ^; s)f{s) ds dg.
v

^ \ ^

^

Since F(^) is of rapid decay, | Ey(^; .?) | sadsfies a moderate growth estimate depending
only on Re (.9), and/is Paley-Wiener, we may interchange the order of integration to
obtain

I

^) = L.-^ (L,.^.^,F^)E^'J) ^) ^) ^

By our assumption,

L^-^^^^0
except possibly on a set of measure zero in the set Re(^) = Re(.?o). Hence
I

^)=L^>^S^,A>F^e-^)^=o

and we are done. D
6. Proof of Theorem 1

Let II = 00 11^ be an irreducible, admissible, not necessarily generic representation
ofGL^(A) whose central character <x)n is invariant under kx and whose L-function L(II, s)
is absolutely convergent in some half-plane.
By the Langlands classification for GLJ&J at each place v there is an admissible
induced representation Sy of Langlands type such that Tly is the unique irreducible
quotient of 3^ [7]. The representation S^ is induced of Whittaker type and Sy == II,,
only if II,, is generic [26]. The induced representation 3^ has a well-defined central
character cog and this will be the central character of any constituent of 3^,. In particular 3^ and II,, will have the same central character. The point of introducing the 3^
is that for non-generic representations like 11^ their local L-function is defined through
the L-functions of the 3^ where an integral representation via Whittaker models can be
used [22]. More specifically, from the definition of the local L-functions [24, 27], for
every irreducible admissible representation T^ of GL^(A^) we have

L(n, x T,,^) =L(3, x T,,^)
with a similar equality for the e-factors. Therefore if we consider the admissible repre-

sentation 3 == ®3^, this representation will have the same central character as II and
its L-function will be nice for all twists by every cuspidal automorphic representation T
of GL^(A) for all m with \ ^ m^ n — l . I t has the extra advantage that it is induced
of Whittaker type. If II was generic to begin with, then 11 == 3.
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For the convenience of the reader, let us recall how the local L-functions
L(S,, X r,,, s) are defined through their Whittaker models. The representations S^,
and Ty are both induced representations of Whittaker type and thus have Whittaker
models. For each pair of smooth functions W^) e^(3^, ^J and W^(^) e^(Ty, ^1)
there is associated an integral
^(W,, W:; s) =(

W, ^

JN^)\GLA)

V^

° ] W:(^) | detQO |-^-^ ^
^n-vJ

which is absolutely convergent for Re(^) ^ 0 by the estimates in Section 4.
If^, is non-archimedean then by Theorem 2.7 of [24] we know the following. The
integrals T(W^, W^; s) define rational functions of^ 8 . As the functions W^ and Wy run
over their respective Whittaker spaces, this family of integrals form a C[<^, q^3] -fractional
ideal in C(^ 8 ). The local L-factor L(S^, X T^, .?) is the generator of this ideal of the
form L(S^ X T,,, s) == P(^ 8 )- 1 with P(X) e C[X] a polynomial having P(0) == 1.
Moreover, these integrals satisfy a local functional equation of the form

^w^ .(n. x .„ . ^ Tav^ (- i)» = ^J^w:;i-^
L(n,xT,,.)
L(n.x^,i-.)
In this functional equation, the function Y(W,,, W^; s) is defined by the integral
y(W,, W:; s)

r

r

/' I°, O)^{g)\det(g)\
°\
-

W, he
JN,A,)\GI^A,)
>/N^(^)\GI^,(^) «'MA^(^)
«'MA»(^)
\,

s (n m

^

,,

\0 0

- ^dxdg,

,/

1

where k = n - m - 1. (Note that if OT = n - 1 then Y(W,, W,; s) = Y(W,, W;; s).)
The Whittaker functions involved are W,(^) = W,(w» t.?-l) e^E;,, i^1), and
W^^) =W^(w^^- 1 ) e^(^,^), where 3^ is the representation of GL»(^) on the
same space as 3, but with action 3^,(^) = 3,(<^-l) and similarly for v\. The Weyl
elements involved are

"'V /
the longest Weyl element of GLy and

1

».,.=( - °).
\0

w^J

As before, p denotes right translation in the Whittaker model. These integrals
have the same analytic properties as the Y(W,,, W^,; J). The e-factor is of the form
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e(S,, X T,,,.?,^) ==A^ B 8 for appropriate constants A and B. The local functional
equation is also written as
Y(W,, W:; .) r(S, x T,, ., +,) = Y(W,, W:; 1 - .)
where

,„ ^
T(fl

-

,,

<s(- ir^a, x T,, ^, ^) L(S^ XT;,,!- j)

x T J

- ' ^) == -"———————L(S,x^)—————————•

If the local field ^ is archimedean, then the integrals Y(W^,W^;^) extend to
meromorphic functions of s. For the L-function L(3^ X T^,,.?) and the s-factor
e(S^ X T,,, ^, 4'^) we may take the L-function and s-factor of the nm-dimensional representation of the local Well group associated to the pair (3^,, rj by the archimedean local
Langlands correspondence as in [5, 27, 29]. The ratio Y(W^W^^)/L(S^ X T^, s)
is again entire and satisfies the same functional equation as in the non-archimedean case.
These results are all due to Jacquet and Shalika and the details can be found in [27].
To prove Theorem 1, let us begin with an arbitrary S e Vg. Since Vg is linearly
spanned by decomposable vectors we may assume that ^ is decomposable, i.e., ^ == ® ^
with ^ eVg . Each S^ has a unique Whittaker model ^(S^,, ^) and to each ^ is
associated a function W^(^) e^(S^ ^). Now to ^ eV^ associate the global function
W^) = 11^ W^ (,?„). Since ^ is the distinguished unramified vector ^ in Vg;^ for almost
all v and ^ e GL^(t),,) for almost all y, this product converges absolutely to a continuous
function on GL^(A). The function W^) is left invariant under both N^(^) and ZJ^).
Consider the sum
U^)=

S
YeN»(fc)\P^(fc)

W^)=

S

W,^^

•y'eN»_i(fc)\GLn_i(fc)

\\0

°L).
I/

/

From the global gauge estimate of Lemma 4.1 we may estimate V^(g) and find the
following.
Lemma 6.1. — The sum U^(^) converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets to a
continuous function on GL^(A). Moreover it is cuspidal along the unipotent radical of any maximal
parabolic subgroup of GL^ containing B^. Ifk is a number field, £1 a compact subset o/*GL^(A)
and c > 0 there exists t^ such that ift^-to then there is a constant c' with property that

U,(^)| ^ .' n | aja^, l-^^-i-) |det(a)|^
i==l

for <o e £1 and

^

satisfying \ ^/^+i | > c for 1 < i ^ n — 2, where d is such that \ 0)3(0) | = | a I"*.
proof. — This is just Propositions 12.2 and 12.3 of [22]. D
23
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Lemma 6.2.— Lethe GL,, _ i(A) and consider the function Up {h
\0
M a rapidly decreasing automorpkic function on GL,_i(A) and furthermore
V,

Ih (A
\0

°\. Then IL ^ °^
I/
^0
'\0 I/
it satisfies the estimate

c,\det{h)\-1

I/

./or sufficiently large t> 0.

Proof. — That Up j
\0
U,

(h

0\

\0

1)

1 is automorphic follows from the formula
I/
S

W.

T'6N,_i(»>\GL,_i(t)

(f'h 0\

'\ 0

lj

First, assume that A; is a number field. Then, by reduction theory for GL,_i(A),
we may write h = ya" where o efl!, a compact subset of GL,_i(A), y ^L,,-!^)
^i
\
and a ==
with | aja.+i | > c for some c and »' == 1, 2, ..., n — 2.
*»-!/

Then from Lemma 6.1 we have (setting a, = 1) the estimate
Ug ^ ^ | ^ c\ ^ | <i./a.+, |-"+«»-i-<> | det(a) I"/".
Since the ratios a,/a,+i for 1 < z ^ n — 2 are the simple roots of GL»_i, this shows
that U ^ j
\0

1

( i s rapidly decreasing on GL^_i(A).
n—1

n

On the other hand, since | det(a) | = 11 | ^/^+i I' we see that
i==l

VlaA+il-'^ldet^)!-'
i=l
n-1

n | flA+i l^- 1 - 1 ^ ^ | det^)!^-^

and therefore
U,

0

(* )
\0

^ ^'jdet^)!-^^- 1 ^^

I/

^ c\, | de^a)}"11

for ^ > 0. Since h == y^ with [ det(y) | = 1 and | det(co) | bounded for CD e Q, this gives
the estimate when k is a number field.
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Now assume that k is a function field having a finite field of q elements as its field
of constants. It is easy to see from the transformation property defining the Whittaker
function that there is a sequence of constants c = { c^} with Cy == 0 for almost all v such
that if W^g) + 0 with g == nak, where n e N^(A), k e K == II GLJo,), and
^1

\

then [ ^/fl,4.i |^ q^ for 1 < ?< n — 1. Taking ^ = 1 we see that W^ (

) vanishes

^ 0\
idendcally for | det(A) | sufficiently large and so the same will be true for U^
(.
v
This establishes the estimate for | det(A) | large.
'
9
On a set { A eGL^_.i(A) [ | det(A)| == q } of matrices with fixed determinant,
the function U^ (

( i s compactly supported modGL^_i(&), and hence is rapidly

decreasing as an automorphic form on GL^_i(A). To see this, recall that by the reduction
theory for GL^_i(A) [16] there exists a set of constants X = { \} with \ == 0 for almost
all v and a compact subset t2C N^_i(A) such that, if we set
(5(X, Q) = { h = nak e GL^(A) | ^ = diag(^, . . . . ^) e A^_,(A),
w e Q, ^ e 11 GL^_i(o,)

with | flj^+i [„ ^ q^ for 1 < f ^ n — 2 },

then
GL^(A)=GL^(A)S(X,Q).
Hence it suffices to prove that Up |
' \0

| has compact support in
I/

(5,(X, n) == { A e (5(X, a) I I det(A)) = ^ }.

On such a set if suffices to prove that | a-i \ is bounded i f U c (
1 4= 0. If Up (
^01;
^0
then there must be a y ^G^n-iW

!suc 1

! ^at W^ (

1;

) + 0. Write y = (Yi 3)

1 4= 0

as a

matrix. First we assume that y^-i i + 0. Write ^h = y^. It is easy to see that the
(n — 1, 1) entry of ^na is Yn-i,!^* Write ^na == 6^' with ^' e K and b eB^i(A).
Then we have | Yn-i,i ^i |^^ I ^»-i,n-i I v ^ ^ f01* BU places v. Hence

l^i I ==lYn-i,i^il =niYn-i,i^L< n^^y 1 6 1
0

V

where | c \ == S^. The general case proceeds in the same way using the first y^ i such
that Yv,i + 0 ^d YA,I = 0 for all k > v, giving | a^ \ < ^ lc ' 1 where c'p == ^"^
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Finally, the polynomial estimate for small determinant is now a consequence of
the reduction theory and the gauge estimate of Lemma 4.1 as in the number field case. D
Before we proceed, let us note the following.
Lemma 6.3. — The function U^{g) is not identically 0.
Proof. — If we compute the ip-Fourier coefficient of V^g) we find
V^ng) <^rl(^) dn ==
JN»O)\N^(A)

S

W^(y^) ^-\n) dn

JN»(A)\N»(A) ^WW^

== f
S
wjf^
JWN«(A) ^Wn-iw
\\Q

o

}ng\^-l(n)dn.
l; ;

We now proceed by induction. Let N"C N^ be the unipotent radical of P^, i.e.,

*n
N" ==
0

...

0 1

Then since N" is normal in N^ we may integrate over it first, and the formula for an
individual term in the ^-Fourier coefficient becomes

J

I

W.

</N.._i(Jfc)\N.,_i(A) <W
^N^.iWYN^.itA)
^•S"(k)\•S't(A)

r' °)
\0

1;

n"ng\^-\n")dn"^-\n)dn.

Now, GL.,_, normalizes N" so
W. (T'
\0

0\.,
n"ng } = ^ \ Y/
(\0 ^"(^
U
1;
\0 I
1;

iW.

( Y ' 01;) "5
V)

•

But

0 T p l( )
fJN"<^-<A, ^(\\0T< 'M''
Th-w^'-t
'' "- ' .
V
\0 I/ 7
l l Y'eP,-^)
Hence this term vanishes unless y' e Pn-iW' ^e now proceed by induction in this way
and finally conclude
|U((^) r1^) dn = W^(5).
J

Since W^Q?) is not idendcally 0, because ^ h-> W^(^) is injecdve, this shows that U^g)
cannot be identically 0. D
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As a function on GL^(A), V^{g) is left invariant with respect to P^(A) and Z^(A) and
hence with respect to the full parabolic subgroup P^(^) associated to the partition
(n - 1, 1) of n.
Consider now a second function V^(^) associated to S- Let us set
V^)==

S

W,(a,^)=

Y6=Nn(fc)\P»(fc)

S
Y'eN^_i(fc)\GL^_i(&)

^(^
\

\0

°U
I/

/

where the notation is as in Section 3. To deduce the analytic properties ofV^ from those
above for U^, let us recall that if we set
W^)=W^^- 1 )
then W^ is in the Whittaker model for S1. Then we have

v^)=

s

Y'eN»_i(A)\GLn_i(fc)

wjrh' °U
,4
\\0

I/

/

where

-•-r J'-T- -)
and

^E^-1
\ 0

0

^.
1;

We may conclude that V^(^) converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets
to a continuous function an GLJA). It is left invariant with respect to P^(^) = ^P^)"1.
The function V^) does not vanish identically. Furthermore, if we consider the function
V^(

) on GL^_i(A) it is a rapidly decreasing automorphic function on GL^_i(A).

The only difference is that our determinant estimate becomes
V^ °] ^|det(A)r
<0 I/

for t> 0.

These facts follow from Lemma 6.2.
From ^ we have produced two functions on GLJA), one invariant under P^(A)
and the other under P^). Note that together P^AQ and P^) generate all ofGL^).
To relate U^ and V^ to the L-function consider the following integrals. Let T be an
irreducible proper automorphic subrepresentation ofGL^_i(A) and let 9 eV^. Set
I(S, 9; .) - f
^GL/,_i(/i;)\GL^_i(A)

U, ^ °] 9W | det(A) r^ dh.
VO

V

^
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As a function on GL^i(A), 9 (A) is of moderate growth and transforms via a central
character <o^. On the other hand, U ^ j

(is rapidly decreasing on GL,^i(A)\GL,^(A)

and, in terms of the determinant, satisfies

IL (
1 ^ c,\
( detfA) I""' for everv t> 0
\0 I/
'
^1
^
Hence I(^, 9$.?) converges absolutely for Re(^) ^> 0.
On the other hand, if we unfold the series defining U. (
'\0
U^ ( A

I(^ 9;^) =

JGL^_I(&)\GL»_I(A)

i we find
1;

°) 9(A) | det(A) | s - (l / 2) dh

\0 V
S

W^

JGL^^)\G^_,(A) ^eN^iO)\GL,.^)

A

\ 0

°) 9(A) | det(A) l8^17^ ^
I/

W,^

^L(A)|det(A)| 8 -^^

^^

^W^Idet^-^rfA

^n-l^GLn-^A)

^N^itA^GL^ifA)

W

1

=^(W^,W,;.),

where
W^A) =

y(^) +(%) dn
^Nn_i(A;)\N^_i(A)

i.e., W,(A) e^T(T,^- 1 ). Hence we have:
Lemma 6.4. — For any T, irreducible automorphic subrepresentation of GL^_i(A),
flTzrf 9 e V T the integral 1(^,9;^) converges for Re(^) > 0. Moreover, in this range,
I(^, 9; ^) = ^(W^, Wy; s). Hence I(S, 9; ^) = 0 if r is not generic.

Similarly, for V^ we may define the integral
1^, 9; s) == |
JGL^_i(Jfc)\GLn_i(A)

V^ [A
\0

°] 9(A) | det(A) l3-^ dh
V

which will converge for Re(^) < 0. If we unfold this, then we find
V^ ( A

^ 9; ^) =
^N^.itA^GLn-^A)
^Nn.^A^GLn.^A)

\0

°) W^(A) | det(A) |<i-^~<W ^
^/

-^(W,,^;!-.)
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where, as before, we set

w^) = w,(^^-1),

W,(A) = w,(^_, <rl).

Hence we have proven:
Lemma 6.5. — For T <z^ irreducible automorphic representation o/*GL^_i(A) ^ integral
T(S, 9; ^) converges/or Re(^) < 0. Moreover^ in this range, I(^, 9$ ^) == ^(W^, W<p; 1 — .?).
Tifo^ I(^, 9; s) = 0 z/* T i.y not generic.

Both of these families will have an analytic continuation to entire functions of s,
bounded in vertical strips. To see this we must relate these global integrals to the global
L-function. We will work with I(^, 9; s) in detail, then I(S, 9; s) proceeds in the same
way.
Proposition 6.1. — The integral I(^, 9; s) has an analytic continuation to an entire function
ofs.

Proof. — We will consider two cases, although this is not really necessary.
First, assume that T is cuspidal. We take I(S, 9; s) = Y(W^, Wy; s). Assume that S
and 9 are decomposable. (This is possible since the decomposable vectors span Vg
and V^.) Then we have

i(i;,<p;.)=nT(w^w^).
v

Now, from the local theory of L-funcdons
^(W^W,,;.)

L(S, XT,,,?)

=

,
W

is an entire function of s. If v is non-archimedean, E,(^) eC![^,y,'8] and if
both ^ and <p, are the distinguished unramified vectors, which is true for almost all v,
Ey(^) = 1 [24]. If v is archimedean, then E^(^) is an entire function of s [27]. Hence,
setting E(^) = II,, E^(^), we find
I(^, y; s) = II L(S, x T,, s} E,M = L(S x T, s) E(s).
V

So ifr is cuspidal, then by our hypothesis on L(S X T, s) we have that L(3 X T, s)
is an entire function. The same holds true of E(^) and hence for I(^, 9; s).
Now suppose T is not necessarily cuspidal. Since I(^, 9$ s) = 0 unless T is generic, we
may assume that T is an irreducible generic automorphic subrepresentation of GL^_i(A).
Then by the work of Langlands [34] there exists a partition (r^, ..., r,J of n — 1 and
irreducible cuspidal representations CT^ of GLy.(A) such that T is a subrepresentation of
Y = Ind^-^^cTi® ... ®(5^), where Q^ is the standard parabolic associated to this
partition. The theorem as stated in [34] only gives T as a subquotient of Y. But if one
begins with T an automorphic subrepresentation, the proof presents T as a subrepresen-
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tation of the induced Y. Let us sketch Langlands5 proof, referring to [34] for more details.
Langlands begins with the realization of the automorphic representation T on V/U
where V is a space of automorphic forms generated by a single form 9 and U is a subspace
of V. Since we are assuming that T is an irreducible subrepresentation of the space of
automorphic forms, we may take V irreducible and U == { 0 }. Langlands then realizes T
in the space of constant terms <pp e Vp of the forms 9 e V along a suitably chosen parabolic P with Levi M. Since our Vis irreducible, we get a realization of T on a subspace Vp
of these constant terms and Up == { 0 }. Again, using the fact that Up = { 0 } for this
realization of T, the argument of Lemma 6 in [34] produces a generator 9? of Vp such
that 9p(^) = ^{a) 9p(^) with / a character of the center of M(A) for all g e G(A) and a
in the center of M(A). Langlands then projects each 9? eVp to a function 9? in the
space of constant terms transforming by an irreducible cuspidal representation a ofM(A)
having the central character /. Since Vp is still irreducible as a G(A) representation,
this mapping is an injection and realizes Vp as a subspace Vp of these functions, i.e., a
subspace of the induced representation from this cuspidal representation a of M(A)
to G(A). Taking G = GL^_i and P == Q^ we obtain the conclusion stated above.
Now, locally for each place v of A, T^ will be a generic irreducible subrepresentation
°f ^v == ^d^y1^^!,^® . . . ®^m,v)' Since each or, is cuspidal and hence generic,
the local components cr, „ must also be generic. Then the results of Rodier [40] and
Jacquet [19] imply that each Y^ is of Whittaker type, that is, has a one-dimensional
space of Whittaker functionals. Hence it has at least one generic constituent. If k^ is
non-archimedean, the results of Bernstein and Zeievinsky [4] imply that there is a unique
generic constituent and so T,, must be it. If ky is archimedean, then using the Gasselman
subrepresentation theorem for each CT, „ and the transitivity of induction we can embed Y^
into a representation Y^ which is induced off the Borel subgroup. Now the results of
Kostant [31] imply that Y,, has a unique generic constituent. Since Y,, is a subrepresentation of Y^ we have that Y^ can have at most one generic constituent. Since we
already have seen that it has one generic constituent, namely T^, we have that T,, must
be the unique generic constituent of Y^ in the archimedean case as well. T^ cannot lie
in the kernel of the map from Y^ to its Whittaker model, since if it did this would imply
that Y^ would have at least two generic constituents. Hence, the Whittaker model of ^
will be a subspace of the Whittaker model of Y^. In particular, the family of integrals
defining L(S^ x T^, s) will be a subspace of those defining L(S^ x Y^,J). At those
places where T^ is unramified, these families agree. Hence from the computation of the
local L-functions in [24] we see that at all non-archimedean places we have
m

L(S, x T,, s) e n L(E, x ^ s) C[y:, q;8}
<==!

and if S,, and T,, are unramified then
vn

L(S, x T,,;T) = n L(S, x ^,,s).
i==l
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Hence for v non-archimedean we have
L(3, x T,, s) == n L(S, x a^, s) E:M,
i== 1

where E^(J) is entire, bounded in strips, and identically one for almost all v. If v is archimedean then from [27] we have
L(3, x T,,^) = n L(S, x a,^,s).
i=l

Hence, globally we have
L(3 x T, s) = E'M n L(S x (T,, s).
i=l

By our hypothesis, each L(S X (T,, s) is entire and bounded in strips since each ^ is
cuspidal. The same is true ofE'(^) == II,, E^). Hence it is true ofL(E X T, s). (We will
use the boundedness in strips in the proof of Proposition 6.3.)
If we now write
1(^9;^) =L(3 x T , ^ ) E M
as above we see that I (^,9;.?) is entire as desired. D
Proposition 6.2. — The integral T(^, 9; s) has an analytic continuation to an entire function
of s.

Proof. — In this case we write
T(S,9;^==V(W^W,;1-.).
By the local theory of L-functions, we may relate this integral to the global L-function
L(S1 X T1; 1 — s) and proceed as before. D
We next relate these integrals, again using the properties of the global L-function
—this time the functional equation.
Proposition 6.3. — As entire functions of s, I(^, 9; s) == I(S, 9; s). Moreover, this
function is bounded in vertical strips.

Proof. — If we write these integrals as Euler products

i(S,<p^)==nY(w^w^)
T(s,9;^)=ny(^,w^;i-.f)
v

v

24
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then the local factors are related by the local functional equation [24, 27]
T(W^W^) ^
L(S,x^)

T(\V

e(ttt x T

1

W;i-,)

1

- ^ ^ ^- )"- = L(^x <:!-.)

or
Y(W^ W^; .) Y(S, x T,, ., ^) = T(W^, \V^; 1 - .).
Therefore, taking the product over v, we have
W^, W,;.) y(3 x T, .) = Y(\^, \V,$ 1 - .).
Since L(S x T, s) is assumed to satisfy the global functional equation, v(3 X T, s) = 1
ifris cuspidal and hence I(S, 9; s) = T(^, 9; s) in the cuspidal case. Ifris not cuspidal,
then we may assume it is generic (since otherwise both sides are identically zero) and
hence, as in the proof of Proposition 6.1, is a subrepresentadon of an induced representation
TCIndy^®...®^)
where each a, is cuspidal and generic on GL^.(A). Now, from the local theory,
m

y(S, X T,, S, ^) = I! Y(S, X or.,., S, ^)
i= 1

and hence globally
m

y(S X ^s) == riY(3 X <^).
Now, by assumption, since each a, is cuspidal the global y(S X (T,,J) == 1. Hence in
the case of non-cuspidal T we sdll have I(^, 9; s) = T(^, 9; s).
We need to show that this function is bounded in vertical strips. Note that from
the integral representations, I(S, 9; •?) is bounded in vertical strips in its half-plane of
absolute convergence Re(^) > 0 and T(^, <p; s) is bounded in strips in its half-plane of
absolute convergence Re(^) < 0. To verify that it is bounded in any vertical strip we
just need to see that it grows sufficiently slowly that the Phragmen-Lindeloff principle
applies. From the proof of Proposition 6.1, we have
1(^,9;^) = L ( 3 x T , ^ ) n E ^ ) .
v

The factor L(S x T, s) is bounded in any vertical strip as in the proof of Proposition 6.1.
The factor Ey(^) is identically 1 for almost all places. At the remaining non-archimedean
places E^) belongs to C[y8, q~8] and is thus bounded in any vertical strip. If v is archimedean, then

Y(W^,W,^)
w = L(S. XT.,.?)
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From the local archimedean theory [27] the numerator decreases like 1 over a
polynomial in s at infinity in vertical strips while the denominator is a linear exponential
factor times a product of F-functions. Then Stirling's formula applied to this product
of r-functions gives a bound on | L(E^ X T,,, s) |~1 of the form Ce^ at infinity in any
vertical strip, where we have written s == a + it as usual. Hence Phragmen-Lindeloff
applies to I(^, 9;.?) and we may conclude that it is indeed bounded in any vertical
strip. D
This concludes our use of the L-function. We now maneuver ourselves into a
position where we can apply the weak form of Langlands5 spectral theory for automorphic representations.
For each idele a let us set

i,S,^)=J

u,((* ^

Jsi^-i(Jfc)\SL^_i(A)

\\

1

/ \

)),(^
^n-l//

\

\

A

))^

n-2//

and similarly for T^, 9$ a). The integrals I^, 9; a) and T^, 9; a) are continuous
functions on yfe^A^ Note that if we replace T by T ® <o for a (unitary) character co then
Ii(S, 9. co$ a) = o>(fl) Ii(S, 9$ a)
and similarly for Ii(^, 9; a). Hence we may write
I(S, 9.<o$ .y) =

r

Ii(S, 9; a) co(a) | fl l 8 -^ ^x fl for ReM > 0

JJfc x \A X

Ii(^, 9; ^) ^(^) I ^ l 8 "^ ^ ^ ^ Re^ < °-

T(^, 9.<o; s) = f
x

Jfe \A

X

We may now apply the following elementary lemma of Jacquet-Langlands [21,
Lemma 11.3.1].
Lernma. — Letf^ andf^ be two continuous functions on ^N^. Assume there is a constant c
so that for all (unitary) characters o of ^^^ the integral

[

f^a) o) [a) \ a \8 d- a

Jfc^A^

is absolutely convergent for Re(^) > c and the integral

\

/2^)^)M8^

Jfc x \A X

is absolutely convergent for Re(^) < — c. Assume that the functions represented by these integrals
can be analytically continued to the same entire function and that this entire function is bounded in
strips. Thenf-^ and /g ^re equal.
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Therefore we may conclude that 1^ 9$ a) = T^, 9; ^) for all a e Ax and all y.
In particular, for a == 1, we have

f
</SL»_i(fc)\SL»_i(A)

uj* 'Ui^f
W

1

/

</SL»_i(fc)\SLrt_i(A)

vj* °L(*)&
V0

i

/

Note that since U^ and V^ are rapidly decreasing on GL^_i(^)\GL^_i(A)
they are also on SL^_i(A)\SL^_i(A) and hence U^, V^ e L^SL^.i^^L^^A)).
Let F^) == U^(^) — V^). Then F ^ j

f
JsL^_i(A;)\SL»_i(A)

F^
\°

j is rapidly decreasing and

°L(A)^=0
1

/

for all 9 occurring in irreducible automorphic subrepresentations ofGL^_i(A).
Proposition 6.4. — We have Fp (
\0

| == 0.
1;

Proof. — We wish to apply the weak form ofLanglands spectral theory for SL^_i
as formulated in Section 5. Before doing so we must relate automorphic representations
ofSL^_i(A) to the restrictions of automorphic representations of GL^_i(A). By a result
of Labesse-Schwermer [32] (see also Lemme 5.6 of Glozel [11]) given any irreducible
cuspidal representation T^ of SL^_i(A) there exists an irreducible unitary cuspidal
representation T of GL^_i(A) whose restriction to SL^_i(A) contains T^. The
argument in [32] extends to yield that any irreducible cuspidal representation T^ of
Mi = S(GL^ (A) X ... X GL^(A)) extends in this way to an irreducible unitary
cuspidal representation T of M = GL^ (A) x ... X GL^ (A).
If we apply this fact in the construction of Eisenstein series, we find that for any
partition (^i, ..., riy) of n — 1 and any irreducible cuspidal representation a^ of the
Levi subgroup M^ = S(GL^ (A) x ... X GL (A)) the space of Eisenstein series E<p(A; s)
for y e I(oi) and s e X^ is obtained by the restriction of Eisenstein series on GL^_i(A)
formed with the extention a of CTI to M = GL^ (A) X ... X GL^ (A). In the realm
of absolute convergence for these GL^_i(A) Eisenstein series, the induced representations
are irreducible for all parameters in a Zariski open subset, and hence for these values
of the parameter the Eisenstein series generate irreducible automorphic subrepresentations. Hence for all s in a Zariski dense subset ofX^ the Eisenstein series Ey(A$ s) are
obtained from restriction of irreducible automorphic subrepresentations of GL^_i(A).
As a consequence, we see that
f
JsLn_i(fc)\SLn_i(A)

F,^ °\E^s)dh==0
V0

1

/
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for all Eisenstein series Ey{h;s) as M^ runs over all Levi subgroups of SL^_i, ^ all
unitary cuspidal representations of Mi(A), 9 el^), and all s in a Zariski open subset
lh 0\
of X^. Hence by the Corollary to Theorem S3, F^ (
) =. 0. D
Since F^ ^ °\ == 0, we have that U^ (A °] == V^ (A °] for all h e SL^(A)
and in particular U^(l) = V^(l). Since this is true for all ^,
V^g) = IW1) == Vn^(l) = V^)

for all g e GL^(A). We now have that U^g) is invariant under P^(^), PJA), and Z^(^).
Since these generate GL^k) we see that U^ e J^(GLJA)\GLJA)). Thus the map
S^^C?) embeds S into J2/(GL^)\GLJA)). Hence S is an automorphic subrepresentation.
In fact the map ^ h-» U^{g) embeds 3 in the space of cusp forms. To see this, we
must show that for any parabolic Q, with unipotent radical NQ, the constant term of Ur
along Q is 0, i.e.,

r

U^) dn EE 0.

JNQ(Jfc)\NQ(A)

Since V^{g) is left invariant under GL^(A) and all ^-rational Borel subgroups of GL^ are
conjugate under GLJA) it suffices to compute the constant term along the unipotent
radicals of standard parabolic subgroups QD B^, so that NQ C N^. If Q' is a maximal
parabolic subgroup such that Q; 3 QD B^, then NQ. is a normal subgroup of NQ and
in computing the constant term along NQ we can integrate along NQ, first. Hence to
show that U^(^) is cuspidal it suffices to show that it is cuspidal along the unipotent radical
of any standard maximal parabolic subgroup. But this is guaranteed by Lemma 6.1.
Hence U^ e J^°(GL,,(A)\GL^(A)), i.e., U^ is cuspidal for every ^ and hence S is cuspidal.
As a constituent of 3, II will then be cuspidal automorphic as well.
However, we can say a little more. Since II is cuspidal, it is generic. Thus each local
component II,, is generic. But as we have pointed out, when 11^ is generic, 11^ == S,,.
Hence II = 3. D
7. A second converse theorem
Theorem 1 is a generalization of results ofjacquet and Langlands for GL(2).
It gives the most information about II, namely that it is not only automorphic but also
cuspidal. However Theorem 1 requires information about L(II X T, s) which is usually
not available. More precisely, in Theorem 1 we assume that L(II x T, s) is entire for
twists by all cuspidal automorphic forms on all GLJA) with m < n. It is very difficult
to obtain such information. Andr6 Well, even before Jacquet-Langlands, suggested a
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different method of proving this type of theorem, which will allow us to obtain a result
suitable for applications. In the method of Well the first step is the construction of some
periodic holomorphic function which is supposed to be an automorphic form. From
given information about the functional equations satisfied by the associated Dirichlet
series and their twists, Well derived the conclusion that this function was an automorphic
form with respect to some congruence subgroup. In the following Theorems 2 and 3
we will follow the method of Well disguised in the language of automorphic representations.
For each finite set of places S of k containing all archimedean places and for each
integer m, let
Qg(T^) == { TT : TT is an irreducible generic automorphic representation
of GL^(A), unramified at all u ^ S }.
Similarly, let Q°s(m) be the set of cuspidal elements of^g(w).
Theorem 2. — Letn ^ 3. Let II be an irreducible admissible generic representation ofG'L^{A)
whose central character (On is invariant under kx and whose 'L-function L(II, s) is absolutely
convergent in some half-plane. Fix a non-empty finite set of places S ofk containing all archimedean
places such that the ring Og of S-integers ofk has class number one. Suppose that for every m with
1 ^ w < n — 1 and. every T e^(m) the 'L-function L(II X T, s) is nice. Then there exists an
irreducible automorphic representation II' of GL^(A) such that Tly ^ Tl^ for all v e S and for
all non-archimedean v such that H^ is unramified.

In order to prove Theorem 2, we will first use the framework of Theorem 1 to
construct an embedding of II g in the space of smooth functions on Fg\Gg for a congruence
subgroup Fg of Gg with respect to an appropriate Hecke algebra. Let us recall that
according to the general Duality Theorem [13], it is known that ( < classical)) automorphic
forms with respect to a group F are in duality with embeddings of given irreducible
representations of GL^R) into the space L^^GL^R)). In the case n^ 3 there is a
simplification compared with Well's theory, which in fact says that the set of assumptions
(i.e. necessary twists) does not depend on the conductor of the representation II. The reason
for this simplification is that the congruence subgroup theorem is true for SL^ for n ^ 3.
There are two extensions of this which follow after some extra arguments. Currently
they are separate statements, but we hope that they will eventually coalesce.
Corollary 1. — With the hypotheses of Theorem 2, there exists a proper automorphic representation IT' with 11^' ^ Il^for all non-archimedean v for which II,, is unramified.

The next Corollary is the one which is most useful for the application to Langlands9
lifting.
Corollary 2. — With the hypotheses of Theorem 2, there is a unique irreducible generic automorphic representation II" such that Tl^ ^ Tl^for all v e S and all non-archimedean v for which II,,
is unramified.
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8. The conductor of a representation
Let II == ® II,, be an irreducible admissible generic representation of GL^(A).
Let S be a finite set of places of k containing all archimedean places. For almost all places
v i S, the representation Ely is unramified, that is, 11^ contains a vector which is fixed by
the maximal compact subgroup K^ = GLJoJ. This vector is unique up to scalar
multiples.
Let T denote the smallest finite set of places containing S such that II,, is unramified
for v ^ T and let T' = T\S. So T' is the set of places not in S for which Tly is ramified.
For those places v e T', it is known from [23] that there is a unique integer m^ > 0 such
that if we set

K^(p^) == geGL^):g

«
0 1

0

(mod p^0)

then the dimension of the space of K^,,(p^°) -fixed vectors in 11^ is one.
Set m^ = 0 for v ^ T. We will call the compact subring n = II p^0 C A® the
v(£ S

^-conductor of II. If S is precisely the set of archimedean places, hence is empty in the
function field case, we will call n the conductor of II. It determines (and is determined
by) an ideal of Og by Ug = k n Ag n C Og. To simplify notation we will denote Ug simply
by n, since they can be distinguished by context. Note that Og/n ^ II ^g ojp^0.
If we set

(mod n)

Ki(n)= { g e n GL,(o,):^=
v^S

0

...

0

1

= IIK^p^CG 8 ,
v^S

then the dimension of the space of Ki(n)-fixed vectors in IIs is exactly one.
We may similarly define

(mod p^)

KC^)- \g^GL^):g

^

0

0

*
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Ko(n)= { g e n GL^):g==

(mod n)
0

...

0

*

= n K^(p^)CG 8 .
v^S

The group K^(p^) will then be a normal subgroup of Kp ^(p^°) with abelian quotient
given by K^(p^)/K^(p^) ^ (ojp:^ and Ki(n) is a'normal subgroup of Ko(n)
with quotient ^„^s(o^/p^ ^ ') >< ^ (Og/n)^ Then the action of Ko(n) will preserve the
one-dimensional space of Ki(n)-fixed vectors and act on it by a character of Ko(n)
trivial on Ki(n).
It is easy to compute the action of Ko(n) on the space of K^n) -fixed vectors.
Let ^ be a non-trivial K^ y(p^) -fixed vector in n,, for v ^ S. Then the tensor product
^ = 0 ^ is a non-trivial Ki(n)-vector in n8. If ^ T then
K,,.(P?) = K^(p^) = GL,(o,)
and so for g, e K^(p^) we have 11^) ^ = ^. If ^ e T' and ^ = (^,) 6 K^(p^)
then from the congruence condition we have | g^ j [^ < 1 for 1 < j < n. Since ^ e GL^(Oy)
we must have max{ | g^ j \y} == 1 and hence [ g^ „ ]„ = 1 and so g^ „ e o^. Then we
may write ^ == (^^ „ IJ g^, with ^,, e K^ ,(p^). Then

rw ^ = n,(^, ij ss = ^(^,J S°.
where Uy is the central character oflly. So we may define a character / == ® /„ ofKo(n)
by 7y(^) = 1 if v f T and ^(^) = ^(^n w) it v e T'. This is guaranteed to be a character
by construction. If we wish to emphasize the dependence on the central character co
of n we will write x = X.. We have 11^) S° = Xo^) S° tor ^ eKo(n).
There is another useful construction of^. Consider the central character coofll.
If v ^ T then for any local unit ^ e o^ we have Uy !„ e GL^(o,,) = K^ ,,(p^) and so
<o^) ^ = n,(^ IJ ^ = ^ so that G),(^) == 1. Similarly, if v e T' and u, is a local
unit of the form 1 + p^ then o\(^) = 1. So co^ is unramified at v ^ T and has conductor
at least p^ at the places v eT'. Since (Og/l^ ^ n^ojp^)^ the character <o defines
a character ^ of (Os/n)^^ via this isomorphism by ^ == IIy^g co,,. Then, through the
isomorphism Ko(n)/K.i(n) ^ (0s/n) x 3 this character ^ defines a character of Ko(n)
trivial on Ki(n) which is easily seen to be the same character as defined above. Hence
we could write ^{g) = xJ^,J for g === (^,) eKo(n).
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9. Generation of congruence subgroups
Let n ^ 3. Let S denote a non-empty finite set of places of k containing all archimedean places. Let Og denote the S-integers of k. Since

GLJOs) = GL^k) n Gg n GL,(o,),
v^Q

we may view GL^(Og) as a subgroup of GL^(^) embedded in Gg. Then GL^(Og) is a
discrete subgroup of Gg.
For the proof of Theorem 2 we will need a preliminary result on the generation
of certain congruence subgroups of GLJOg). The heart of this proof is Lemma 9.1
which is extracted from the proof of Theorem 4.2 of Bass [I], This result from the stable
algebra ofGL^ plays a role in the solution of the congruence subgroup problem for SL^ [2].
This is the place where the restriction n ^ 3 comes from, as in the congruence subgroup
theorem.
Let T' be a finite set of places disjoint from S and let T = S u T'. For each v e T'
let m^ be a positive integer and for v ^ T set niy == 0. Let n = 11^ g p^ C k2. As in Section 8,
n defines an ideal, again denoted n, in Og. The congruence subgroups of GL^(Og) we
are interested in are

r,(n)= Y e G L , ( O g ) : Y =

(mod n)
0

...

0

1

*
and

*

ro(n)- Y ^ G L , ( O g ) : Y =

*
0

...

0

(mod n) / .

*

If we define K,(n) C G8 for i = 0, 1 as in Section 8 then we can also characterize r\(n)
b y r , ( n ) = G L ^ ) nGg.K,(n).
Consider the following subgroups of r,(n). Set

P:(0s) - PnW ^ Gg.K,(n) = P,W n Gg.K 8 ,
where as usual we have set K8 = II^^g K^. This is the set of all matrices in GL^(Og)
whose last row is of the form (0, . . . , 0, •) if i = 0 or (0, ..., 0, 1) if i = 1. It is independent ofn. Set P,'(n) == P^(A) n Gg.K,(n). This is the subgroup of I^(n) consisting
of those matrices whose last column is ^(O, . . ., 0, •). There is a congruence condition
on the last row of these matrices.
25
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Proposition 9.1. — The groups P^Og) and P,'(n) together generate the congruence subgroup r,(n) for i == 0, 1.
For now, let A^(n) denote the subgroup ofGL^(Og) generated by P^'(Og) and P^n).
Note that Ai(n)CAo(n).
Lemma 9.1. — Let (a^ ...,<zJ e o^ ^ fl unimodular sequence such that
(<?!, ..., ^J == (0, .. .3 0, «?) mod n. T^n ^r^ exists an element y e Ai(n) .^A ^^
(^ . . . , ^ ) Y = ( O . ...,0^).

Proo/*. — The sequence (^i, ..., <zJ is unimodular in the sense that there exist
c^y .. .3 c^ in Og such that 1 = 2^ ^. Therefore a^ = S^ ^ ^ = a^ c^ a^ + ^JLa ^i ^ ^f
If we substitute this expression for a^ into 1 = S^ a^ and let ^==^1^1, we find
n

1 = = ^ ^ + S ^ + 1) ^.
n==2

Since a^ e n, we have a^ c^ == ^ e n, and we see that the sequence [qa^ a^ .. .3 a^) is
again unimodular. Since Og is a Dedekind domain, n = 2 defines a stable range for Og
in the sense of [1]. (Note that there is a shift of one in the definition of stable range
between [1] and [2].) This implies that there exist a[ == a^ + b^qa^ with b^ e Og such
that the sequence (a^ ..., a^) is unimodular. Let
(I

b^q

...

b^q\
eP;(Og).

Then (^, .. .3 <zJ T^ = [a^a^ ..., d^). Note that we still have
[a^a^ . . . , < ) == (0, . . . , 0 , < / ) (modn).
Since (flg, ..., ^^) is unimodular, we may write 1 = SjLa^ ^'. Write fl^ = d + ?„
with y^ G n. Then we have q'^ — a-^ e n and by the unimodularity of [a^ ..., a^) we
may write this element as q^ — a^ = S^g ^ a\ with ^ e n. Now let
(I

\

^2 =

^ 0

...

1

Then Tg e P[{n) since ^ e n. So (^, ^, . . . , a^) ^ = (^, ^, . . . , ^). Now set
'\

-1\
^Pi(Os)
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so that (<^, a^ ..., a^) a == (^, flg, ..., a^_^ d). Note that we still have
q^a^ .. .,^_i en.
So if we set
/ 1

\-q^

-^

...

-<„

Ij

then T3 eP;(n) and (?„, fl;, ..., <_i, 1) T3 == (0, ..., 0, d). Therefore
(fli, . . ., ^J TI T2 OTg = (0, . . ., 0, d).

Since T^, o- e Pi(Og) and ^^3 e Pi(n) we see that TI Tg (^3 e A^(n). D
Proof of the proposition. — Since P^(Og), P^n) C r,(n), it is clear that A,(n) C r,(n).
Now let Y e r^(n), so
*\
Y

(mod n)

==

*
0

^

with d == 1 if i = 1. Let u == det(y). This is a unit in Og and the diagonal matrix
diag(M, 1, ..., 1) is in P^(Og). Then diag(^~1, 1, .. .3 1) y has determinant 1. Hence its
last row is unimodular in the sense of the lemma and we still have

Y

(mod n).

=

,0

...

0 d

Now, by our lemma, there exists yi e Ai(n) such that

YTa. =
\0

...

0

d)

But then p eP^Og). Hence y == diag(«, 1, . . . , 1) p^1 eP^(Og) Ai(n) C A,(n). D
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10. Proofs of Theorem 2 and its corollaries
Let n denote the S-conductor of n and co == con its central character. Let
^° == 0^g ^ be a non-zero Ki(n)-fixed vector in n8 as in Section 8. So S° transforms
by the character /^ of Ko(n) as in Section 8.
Proof of Theorem 2. — For each ^ e rig consider the functions U^^oC?) and
^sOO^C?) associated to the vector ^ == Ss 0 S° e IL The function U^^o is left invariant
under PJA) and V^^o is left invariant under PJ^). Both are invariant under Z^k).
In addition, U^^o and V^g^o are right invariant under Ki(n) for all ^s €=IIg. Now,
if we restrict these functions to GL^_^(A) we find:
Lemma 10.1. — 7% addition to the properties from Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2, ^
functions U^^

j ^ V^^o (

j are unramified at all v i S, z.<?., ^ ^ right

invariant under K^ = H^g GL^,,(oJ.

Proo/*. — For v such that II,, is unramified this is clear since ^ is fixed by
^(OrP GL^i(oJ. At the remaining places ^ is fixed by K^,(p^) DGL^_i(oJ. n
Now consider the integrals I(^®^<p;.y) and T(Ss®S°,9;^) for y lying in a
proper automorphic representation T of GL^^i(A) as defined in Section 6. Since
^Ss®S° (

)ls imramified, we find that

I(^ ® S°, 9; ^ = f

U^^^o (A

^GL^_i(fc)\GI^_i(A)

==

\0

w
f
^ 0 ^ 0 (A0
^N»_i(A)\G^_i(A)
V

= f
JN»_i(A)\GL^_i(A)/K^i

0

) y(A) | det(A) l 8 -^ ^

I/

0

) ^^ I det^ l 8 "^ ^
I/

W^o (A
W

0

) f

W.W dk | det(A) l 8 -^ ^.

I/ JK§_I

Hence I(^g ® ^ (p; ^) ^ 0 unless T contains a vector fixed by K^_i. The same is true for
Y(^s ® ^0, 9; ^)- Hence, if T ^ Qg(^ - 1), then I(^ ® ^°, <p; ^) = 0 = Y(Ss ® S°, 9; ^).
On the other hand if T eQ^n — 1), then by our assumption on the L-function
we have as in the proof of Theorem 1 that I(Ss® ^ 9;-?) = T^s® ^ 9; •?)• If
T e0g(% — 1) but is non-cuspidal, then T must still be generic for the integrals to be
non-zero and as before we have that T is a subrepresentadon of a representation induced

from cuspidals. Since T is unramified for v f S and generic, these cuspidal representations
must also be unramified for v ^ S and generic. Then arguing as before, we find that,
in this case as well, I(Ss®^ <?;.?) = T(^s® ^°, 9;.?). Hence we have the following
result.
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Proposition 10.1. — For all proper automorphic representations T o/'GL^_i(A) z^ have
I(^g ® ^ 9; .) == T(^ ® ^, 9; ^ for all ^ e IIg.
From here, applying the weak form of Langlands' spectral theory as in the proof
of Theorem 1, we find
Proposition 10.2. — The equality U^^o(l) = V^^o(l) holds/or all S s 6 1 ^ .

Since ^g was arbitrary in IIg and ^ transforms by the character ^ of Ko(n) as
in Section 8, we find that in fact
u

^0^) = ^ 3 ® ^ )

for all g e Gg. Ko(n) C GLJA) and alUs e Hg. However, since we have fixed the vector ^°
at places v ^ S, we cannot conclude equality for all g e GL^(A). For this reason we are
unable to embed 11 as a subrepresentation ofe^(GLJA)\GLJA)). We will only be able
to embed IIg as a subrepresentation of a space of classical modular forms on Gg transforming by the Nebentypus character j^1 of F^n).
To simplify notation, let us introduce the functions
<^s) = U^o((^, 1s)) = V^,o((^, 1 s )),
where 1s === II^g !„ eG2 and (^g, 1s) e Gg Gs = GL^(A). This associates to each
^g e IIg a function on Gg. Let Po(Os) ^d ^oW be the discrete subgroups of Gg defined
in Section 9. These are both subgroups of Fo(n). Since F^n) is a normal subgroup
ofFo(n) with abelian quotient (Og/n) x , the central character oofll induces a character ^
of Fo(n) through the character ^ of (Og/r^ defined in Section 8.
Lemma 10.2. — The function 0^ is left invariant under Pi(Og) and Pi(n) and transforms
by the character •y^1 under Po(Os)

anci

^W-

Proof. — This is the standard argument. Write an element g e GLJA) as g = (^g, g2)
with gs eGg, g2 eG S . Then for y e Po(^s) we have
^(Y^-U^^^g,^)).
Since V^ ^^o is left invariant under P^(^) this is
^s^s) == U^®^o((^g, y~ 1 )) = U^^n^i) ^((^s. 18 ))But now Y"" 16 ^^)- Si11^ U^^^o transforms by %^ under Ko(n) we have
^(Y^s) == Xo^Y) °Ss(^8)- The argument for Po(n) is_the same, but using V^^o.
Since /^ is trivial on the subgroups P^(Og) and Pi(n) we obtain the invariance
of 0^ under these groups. D
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By Proposition 9.1, the groups P^(Og) and P^(n) generate the congruence subgroup
r^(n) C GL^(Og) for i = 0, 1. Hence we may conclude that for every i;g e IIg the function
O^(^g) is left invariant under I\(n) and transforms by the character ^ 1 under ro(n).
Let

^(ro(n)\Gg;(Og,^ 1 )
be the set of automorphic forms 0 on Gg in the sense of [6] which also satisfy
(1)

<^s) = X^T) W

(2)

0(^s gs) == ^s) <^s)

for Y e ^(n)
for ^s ^ Z^s) ^ ^

where o)g is the central character of IIg. The character /^ 1 is referred to as the Nebentypus character [18]. We then have the following.
Proposition 10.3. — The map Sg ^0^ (^g) embeds IIg as an irreducible subrepresentation

^(ro(n)\Gg;<og,^1).
From Section 1 of the appendix, we know that ^(ro(n)\Gg$ cog, ^1) is naturally
isomorphic to the space ^(GLJA)\GLJA); co)1^ of K.i(n)-invariant functions in
the space of automorphic forms transforming by the character <o under the center. To
relate irreducible subrepresentadons of ^/(ro(n)\Gg; cog, ^1) to automorphic representations of GLJA) occurring in ^(GLJA)\GLJA); <o) we need to know that the
representation consists of Hecke eigenforms for an appropriate Hecke algebra. In the
appendix we explain this relationship and the Hecke algebras involved when the S-class
number is equal to one. We refer the reader to the appendix for the notation to be used.
Let T be the smallest finite set of places containing S and such that II,, is unramified
at all v ^ T. Let T' == T\S. So T' consists of those places dividing the S-conductor n.
Then IP is an irreducible unramified representation of G^ and hence corresponds to
a character A of the Hecke algebra ^(G^ K^) of compactly supported K^-bi-invariant
functions on G^ Since ^° is the unique K^n) 3 K^fixed vector in IIs we see that for
all $ e^G^K^)

n^o) y == A(O) ^°.
There is a natural Hecke algebra, which we will denote by ^(^ acting on the space
^(ro(n)\Gs;(Og,/, 1 ). To describe ^(n), let M = GL^k) n (H^T- Ko,,(p^)) G^
This M consists of those rational matrices y e GL^k) such that for all v e T the y-compo"
nent ^ lies in KQ^(p^0). Then I\(n) C M. Let ^(n) depote the C-span of the double
cosets I\(n)\M/I\(n).
The algebra ^(n) is related to the following adelic Hecke algebra. Let
G^n) == (n^^ ^.(P?0)) GT- Then G^^^K^n) and we may from the associated
Hecke algebra ^(G^n), K^n)) of compactly supported Ki(n)-bi-invariant functions on G^n). From the appendix we know that this algebra is isomorphic to
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GEOWnn ^^(G^ K^) and so contains ^(G^ K^) as a subalgebra. Then there is a
natural isomorphism a:J^(n) -^(n) which takes the double coset I\(n) ^(n) to
the normalized characterisdc function 0, of the double coset K^n) ^Ki(n). The algebra
structure on J^(n) is the pull back of that of Jf(n) via a. In particular, ^(n) has a
subalgebra e^f corresponding to ^(G^ K^ via a. If I\(n) /I\(n) e^(n) then the
associated Hecke operator r< acting on ^(^(n)^; cog, ^1) is defined as follows.
For/e^(ro(n)\Gs; cog, ^1) and I\(n) ^(n) = Ufl, ^(n) the action is
(^J')^)-^-1^)-

The algebra ^f(n) acts on ^(GL^(A)\GLJA) $ co)^ by convoludon
(0 * y) (^) = f
Q(A) 9^) ^
jGS(n)

for 0 ejf(n) and 9 e J^(GLJ^)\GLJA) ; co)^^. These facts can be found in Section 3
of the appendix.
Proposition 10.4. — For each Sg e IIg the function O^ ^ a Hecke eigenformfor ^T with
eigencharacter A, i.e., r< 0^ = A(O() 0^ /or ^cA r^n) ^ri(n) ee^.
Proo/. — Let I\(n) ^ri(n) be a double coset in ^T and ^^ the associated Hecke
operator. Write I\(n) ^(n) = U a, I\(n) with <z, =j&, y, e P^A) ro(n). This choice
of coset representatives is possible by Lemma A. 2 of the appendix. Then since Op
transforms by the Nebentypus character ^ 1 we have
(^^(^-SO^- 1 ^)

=SO^- 1 ^ 1 ^)
-SxjY^O^s)
-SxJ^U^^^- 1 ^,!)).

Since U^^o is left invariant under P^) and S° transforms by ^ under Ko(n) we
have
XJY,-) U^^^o((^7 1 ^, 1)) = ^(y,) U^^^o((^s,^))
== USs®^s(^.)so((<?s?^•))
=

U^^n^s^^s? ls ))-

Thus
(^^) (^) = U,^ns(o^o((^, 1 s )).
As noted above, S0 is an eigenfunction for ^{G7, K1) with eigencharacter A. Thus
(^^(^-A^U,^^^,! 8 ))
=A(OJO^).

D
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We now have that II g is an irreducible subrepresentation of ^(ro(n)\Gg$ c*)g, ^1)
which consists of Hecke eigenvectors for the Hecke algebra ^T with eigencharacter A.
We may then apply Theorem A of the appendix to conclude that there exists an irreducible automorphic representation IT of GLJA) such that Tig ^ Tig (since Ilg is
irreducible) and such that 11^ is the unique irreducible representation of GT with
eigencharacter A for .^(G^ E^). Thus 11^ ^ IT and IT satisfies the conclusions of
Theorem 2. D
Proof of Corollary 1. — We begin with the representation II' from Theorem 2.
IT is an automorphic representation with the desired properties, but it may be only a
subquotient of the space of automorphic forms. The fact that our original representation II
is generic will allow us to pass from II' to a proper automorphic representation, that is,
a subrepresentation of the space of automorphic forms. Since our original representation 11 was generic, then II' is quasi-generic in the sense that II' = ® 11^ is irreducible and
for almost all v, Tly is generic. Hence to complete the corollary as stated, it is enough
to prove the following result.
Proposition 10.5. — Let II' be an irreducible automorphic quasi-generic representation
o/*GLJA). Then there exists an irreducible proper automorphic representation II" which is quasiisomorphic to II'. Moreover, II^ ^ 11^ for all non-archimedean places v where II,, is both generic
and unramified.

To prove this we will use the following well-known fact.
Lemma 10.3. — Let Hy be an irreducible admissible unramified generic representation
ofG'L^k^) over a non-archimedean localfield k^. Then there exist unramified characters Xi ^, • . ., ^^ „
of GLi(^) = k^ such that

^,=Ind%)(^,®...®Xn,J•
Proof. — By the theory of spherical functions [8] we know that there are unramified
characters ^ ^, . . ., 7^ of GLi(^) such that 11^ is the unique unramified constituent
of Indl^^^® . . . ® / ^ J . Without loss of generality we may write each
X^W = I x I?' wlt^ Ae u,eC and assume Re(^) ^ ... ^ Re(^J. Following Jacquet [20], if we group the characters into families with Re(^) equal and induce these up to
the appropriate GLg we get a sequence of quasi-tempered representations T^ „, . . ., T^.
Since these induced representations T, ^ are irreducible [19] we may use induction in
stages to get
Ind^^x^ ® ... ® Xn,J

=

Ind^(r^ ® ... 00 T,J

for an appropriate parabolic Q^. Then this induced representation is actually an induced
representation ofLanglands type. Asjacquet observed in [20] 11^ is in fact the Langlands
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quotient of this representation. Since Hy is generic we know by Jacquet and Shalika [26]
that this induced representation of Langlands type must actually be irreducible and
hence
n, = Ind^(T^® . .. ®T^) = Ind^Oc^® . .. ®^J.

n

Proof of the Proposition. — Since II' is automorphic, then by Langlands [34] there
exists a partition (r^, ..., r^) of n and irreducible cuspidal representations a^ of GLy.(A)
such that II' is a subquotient of S = Ind^^o-i ® ... ® (T,J, where Q is the standard
parabolic subgroup associated to the partition.
Let v be a non-archimedean place where 11^ is both generic and unramified.
By Lemma 10.3, there exist unramified characters Xi ^3 • • •? Xn „ of GLi(^) such that
11^ == Ind^Y(^i^® . . . ®Xn,J- O11 ^e other hand, 11^ is a generic unramified
constituent" of S^ == Ind^^^ ® . . . ®o^J. By [3, Lemma 2.24] and Rodier [40],
each o^ must be generic and unramified. By Lemma 10.3, each o^y must
be fully induced from unramified characters of By.(^) and, by transitivity of
unitary induction, there are unramified characters ^4 „ , . . . , (!„ „ of GL,»(AJ such that
3^ == Ind^^i^® ... ® ^J. Since 11^ and S^ are both fully induced off the Borel
and have a common constituent, namely 11^, by [4] they have the same Jordan-Holder
constituents. But 11^ is irreducible. Hence, so is 3,, and 3,, == 11^. Since Sy is now irreducible at almost all places and has a finite composition series at the remaining finite
number of places, we see that the global representation 3 will have a finite composition
series and each composition factor will be admissible.
Using the theory of Einstein series, at least one constituent of S embeds into the
space J^(GL^(^)\GL^(A)) as a proper automorphic representation. In fact, Lemma 7
of Langlands [34] gives a non-zero intertwining of a subrepresentation of 3 to the space
of automorphic forms. Taking any irreducible submodule of the image gives a constituent of 3 embedded as a proper automorphic representation. Let II" be this component.
At all v where 3^, is irreducible, we must have Tl^ == Sy. In particular 11^ = IIy at all
non-archimedean v where 11^ is generic and unramified. D
This completes the proof of Corollary 1. D
Proof of Corollary 2. — Take II' from the conclusion of Theorem 2. As in the proof
of Proposition 10.5 we have that there exists a partition (/\, ..., r^) ofn and irreducible
cuspidal representations CT. of GL^.(A) such that II' is a subquotient of
S=IndW(a,®...®^).

By [25] the components 11^ ^ 11^ for non-archimedean v where II,, is unramified

completely determine the partition and the <?,, so this data is completely determined
by II. Furthermore, as in the proof of Proposition 10.5, at the places where 11^ is unramified 3y is irreducible and II,, ^ 11^ ^ 3^. Set 11^' == 3y at these places.
Now consider any other non-archimedean place v. Since the cr, are cuspidal,
26
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they are generic and the same is true of their local components. Hence at any finite
place, Sy has a unique generic constituent. Let 11^' be this constituent.
At those places v eS, let 11^ == 11^ II,,. This is a generic constituent of S,,.
Let IT" ==®n^'. Then II" is the unique generic constituent of 3 subject to
n^ ^ II,, for v e S. By Langlands9 result [34] 11" is automorphic. This is the desired
representation. D
11. A third converse theorem
In the next version of the converse theorem we relax the condition that II be generic.
The cost is that we can no longer guarantee that the automorphic representation II'
we produce agrees with II at the places v e S. We now repeat the statement, already
given in Section 2, of the precise result:
Theorem 3. — Let n ^ 3. Let II be an irreducible admissible representation of GL^(A)
whose central character <x)n is invariant under kx and whose ^-function L(II, s) is absolutely
convergent in some half-plane. Let S be a non-empty finite set of places of k, containing all archimedean places, such that the S-class number ofk is one. Suppose that for every m with 1 < m < n — 1
and every T e(^(m) the l^-function L(II x T, s) is nice. Then there exists an irreducible automorphic representation II' o/*GL^(A) such that 11^ ^ II,, for all non-archimedean places v where n,,
is unramified.

This is only a mild modification of Theorem 2.
Proof. — For each v let S,, be the representation of Langlands type having II,,
as its unique irreducible quotient. Each S^ is of the form
3, = Ind^W(p,,, | |^ 0 . . . ® p^, [ |^)
where Q^ is a standard parabolic subgroup associated to a partition (r^, ...,^,J
of n, p, „ is an irreducible tempered representation of GLy^(^) and the u^y are real
numbers satisfying ^ > ... > u^^. As we noted in the proof of Theorem 1, each S^
has the same central character as II,, and each S^ is an induced of Whittaker type and
hence injects into its Whittaker model. By the local theory of L-functions for non-generic
representations [24, 27] we have by definition

L(n, x T,,^) ==L(S, x T,,J)
S(n^ X T^, S, ^) == S(3^ X T^, S, ^)

for all irreducible admissible Ty of GL^(^) with 1 ^ m^ n — 1.
Now if we form the representation S == ® S^, then 3 is a global induced representation of GL^(A) of Whittaker type having an automorphic central character and
such that the L-function L(3 X T, s) is nice for every T e0|(w) with 1 ^ w < n — 1.
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To proceed as in Theorem 2 and embed 3g into a space of classical automorphic
forms we need to choose a standard vector in each 3,, for all v ^ S. For each v f S for
which II,, is unramified, Sy must also be and it must have a unique Ky = GL^(oJ -fixed
vector ^ which projects to the distinguished K^fixed vector of II,,. Since II,, is the
unique irreducible quotient, 3,, must be cyclic and generated by ^. Since ^ is the
unique K,,-fixed vector in 3,,, it must transform by a character A,, under the local Hecke
algebra ^(GL^(^), K^,) of compactly supported K,,-bi-invariant functions on GL^(^).
Since the quotient map 3,, -> II,, is intertwining, the image of ^ in II,, will also transform
by this character and II,, is the unique irreducible unramified representation of GL^(AJ
associated to this character.
For the places v not in S where IIy is not unramified, if we let ^(Sy, ^) be the
Whittaker model of S,, then by Jacquet and Shalika [26] the restriction of the functions
in ^(3,,, ^J to the mirabolic ?„ „ contains all smooth functions on ?„ „ which are left
quasi-invariant under N^,, i.e., the space of Ind^"'0^). Choose a function Wy which
is fixed by K^, n P^. The corresponding function W^ in ^(3,,, ^J will have a stabilizer
containing Ki(p^) for some m^ > 0. We take the corresponding vector ^ as our standard
vector at this place.
If we let S° == ®^s ^ then S° e 3s and S° is fixed by Ki(n) where n = 11,^ P?The argument of Section 8 still gives that S° transforms by the character %^ under Ko(n)
even though S is not irreducible since S has central character <x) = <0n»
We now proceed as in Theorem 2. For each ^g e 3g we form the functions U^ ^ ^o(^)
and V^(g)^o(^). From the methods of Theorem 1 and 2,
U^o((^ 1 s )) = V^o((^, I 8 )) = O^s)
for g^ e Gg and the map ^ »->0^(^s) embeds Sg into j^(ro(n)\G8; cog, 7^1). Since Sg
has rig as its unique irreducible quotient, if we take a vector ^g e 3g which has a nonzero projection to IIg then ^g must be a cyclic generator for Eg. Hence the image ofSg
in ^(ro(n)\Gg$ cog,^ 1 ) is cyclic with a generator/o.
As noted before, for all places v ^ T (as before T is the smallest set of places containing S outside of which II,, is unramified) ^ is a Hecke eigenvector. Hence our standard
vector ^° is an eigenvector for ^(G^ K^ with eigencharacter A = ^v^r\' Then
Proposition 10.4 shows that for every ^g e 3g the function 0^ is a Hecke eigenfuncrion
for ^T with eigencharacter A.
We now have that 3g is a cyclic subrepresentadon of ^(ro(n)\Gg; <x)g, ^1)
which consists of Hecke eigenvectors for the Hecke algebra J?^ with eigencharacter A.
Applying Theorem A of the appendix, we conclude that there exists an irreducible

automorphic representation n' of GL^(A) such that IIg is a constituent of 3g and II^
is the unique representation of G'1 with eigencharacter A. But as we have seen above,
IF is also the unique representation of G7 with eigencharacter A. Therefore 11^ ^ II,,
for all non-archimedean v where 11^ is unramified. D
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12. Our final converse theorem
Theorems 2 and 3 have the drawback that the automorphic representation II'
associated to II need not be cuspidal nor unique. However it is possible to associate to II
a unique collection of cuspidal representations a, on general linear groups GL .(A)
with (T-i, . .., rj a partition of n.
Theorem 4. — Let H be an irreducible admissible representation of GL^(A) satisfying the
hypotheses of Theorem 3. Then there exists a partition (r^ .. ., rj ofn and irreducible cuspidal
representations o, o/*GL^.(A) such that for all non-archimedean places where Tly is unramified we
have that a,^ is unramified and L(n^ s) = II, L(<r^, s). Moreover, the sequence ((TI, ..., oj
is unique up to permutation.

Proof. — By either Theorem 2 or Theorem 3 we have associated to II an
automorphic representation II' such that Tiy ^ 11^ for all non-archimedean places v
where 11^ is unramified. By Langlands [34] there is a partition (/i, ...,rJ of n
and irreducible cuspidal representations c, of GLy.(A) such that II' is a constituent of
3 == Ind^j^CTi® . . . ® crj where Qis the standard parabolic associated to the partition. By Jacquet and Shalika [25] this sequence of cuspidal representations is unique up
to ordering. Moreover, the sequence is uniquely determined by the unramified constituent
of Sy at those places where Sy is unramified. But this unramified constituent is exactly 11^.
Hence the sequence ((TI, ..., aj is uniquely determined by II.
In computing the local L-factors, at the places where a representation is unramified,
the local L-function can be computed from the unramified vector using Hecke theory.
At those places where S^ is unramified, each ^ y must also be and S,, has a unique unramified vector which in turn projects to the unramified vector in its unramified quotient,
namely 11^. Thus when IIy is unramified

L(n;,.)=L(S,,.)==nL(o^^).
But when II,, is unramified, Hy ^ Tly. Thus

L(n^)==nL(o,^)
as desired.
Next, suppose that (r[, . . . 5 ^ ) is another partition of n and C T ^ . . . , ^ are
cuspidal automorphic forms on the GL,;(A) such that for all v where 11^ is unramified
we have

L(H,, .) = nL«,,.) = HL^, 4.

Then let
S^InWK®...®^)
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where Q' is the standard parabolic subgroup associated to the partition {r[, . . . , 7 - ) .
At the places v where 11^ is unramified we then have L{E^ s) = L(E^j-). For GL^,
the L-function of an unramified representation 7^ completely determines the Satake
parameter ^ e GLJC) of ^ since
L(n^)=det(I,--^- 8 )- 1 .
Thus we see that for these places Sy and 3,; must have the same unramified constituent.
Hence again Jacquet and Shalika [25] let us conclude that n == m, r, = r\, and
<r^ ^ a[ after reordering. D

APPENDIX
We retain the notation and conventions of Sections 7-10. In particular, k is a global
field, S is a non-empty finite set of places of k containing all archimedean places, and Og
is the ring of S-integers of k.
Let co be a character of A x which is trivial on kx. Let J^(GL^(A)\GL^(A) ; co)
denote the space of automorphic forms on GL^(A) which transform under the center
ZJA) by the character o>, i.e., f{zg) == co(^)/(^) for g e GL^(A) and z eZJA). The
purpose of this appendix is to explain the connection between a space of classical automorphic forms with Nebentypus ^(ro(n)\Gg; <x)g, ^1) and the subspace of the adelic
automorphic forms J^(GL^(^)\GL^(A) ; <o) which are fixed by Ki(n). The automorphic
forms in ^(ro(n)\Gg; cog, ^1) are analogous to the functions in j^(ro(N)\SL2(R); -y)
which are obtained by lifting classical modular forms on the upper half-plane § with
respect to Fo(N) and Nebentypus character ^ to functions on the group SL2(R). For
this reason, we will refer to the functions in ^(ro(n)\Gg$ cog, ^1) as "classical"
automorphic forms. The functions in J^(GL^(A)\GL^(A) ; <o) we will refer to as (< adelic "
automorphic forms. In the case of class number one fields, and forms without Nebentypus, this is explained in [6]. For the convenience of the reader, we recall the extensions
to the S-arithmetic case, still assuming the S-class number is one.
1. Relation between automorphic forms
Assume that the S-class number of k is one. One consequence of this is that
A = kx k^ u8. As a consequence of strong approximation for SL^ [30] and the fact
that det(K^(n)) = u8 we have that GL^(A) may be decomposed as
x

(A.I)

GL,(A) = GL^) G, K,(n)

as in [6]. Since Ki(n) C Ko(n) we also have

(A.2)

GL^(A)==GL,(A)GgKo(n).
From the decomposition (A.I) we have

(A.3)

^(GL^GLJA))^"' ^ ^(I\(n)\Gg)

where the isomorphism associates to each Ki(n)-invariant automorphic formyon GL^(A)
the classical form/, given by/^g) ==/(C?g, 1 s )).
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For our purposes we need to keep track of the central character. Let us suppose
that ^(GLJ^NGLJA);^)^ is non-empty. Write n = = n , ^ g p ^ with m, > 0 and
^ = 0 for almost all v. Let T' == { v | w^ + 0 } and T = S u T'. So ^ == 0 for v ^ T.
Let /(^) be a non-zero function in this space. If v ^ T then for any local unit
Uy e o^ we have ^I^eGLJoJ = K.i,,,(p^) which is naturally embedded in K^(n)
and so (o<,(^)/(.?) =/(^In<?) ==/€?) so that (o^(^) = 1. Similarly, if v e T and ^ is
a local unit of the form 1 + P^ then (Oy(My) = 1. So <x)^ is unramified at v e T and has
conductor at least p^0 at the places v e T'. Since (Og/r^ ^ n^g^/p^ 0 )^ <i) defines a
character ^ of (Og/t^ via this isomorphism by ^ = II^g o^,.
The central character o allows us to define a character ^ = II/,, of Ko(n) as in
Section 8. The construction there was not dependent on the space ofKi(n)-fixed vectors
being one, just on the existence ofKi(n)-fixed vectors and the central character. Since the
second construction of this character in Section 8 is through the character ^ of (OgM)^
we see that ^ also defines a character of r^n) through the quotient map
^(nVr^n) ^ (OsW as in Section 10.
Now let js/(ro(n)\Gg$ o)g, ^1) be the space of classical automorphic forms f^
on Gg satisfying
(1)

/c(Y5s) = X^M/c^s)

(2)

/e(^s 5s) = ^s(^)/^s)

for Y e I^n) C Gg
for ^ ^ Z,(^g) ^ Ag .

Then from the decomposition (A. 2) we have
(A.4)

^(GL^)\GLJA); co)^ ^ ^(ro(n)\Gg; cog, x.1)

where the isomorphism associates to every Ki(n) invariant automorphic form /
on GL^(A) the classical form f^ on Gg given by fc{gs) =/((5s? 1s)) anc^ to a
classical form f^ on Gg with Nebentypus character ^ 1 the adelic form given by
/(Y<?s^o) -/c^s) Xo(^o) where y e GLJA) and Ao e K^n) as in the decomposidon
in (A.2).
2. Comparison of Hecke algebras
Both the spaces in (A. 3) and (A. 4) have natural Hecke algebras which act on
them. We will describe these algebras and compare their actions.
If G is any locally compact totally disconnected topological group and K is an
open compact subgroup of G we will let jf'(G, K) denote the space of K-bi-invariant
compactly supported functions on G. This space is an algebra under convolution: the
Hecke algebra of G with respect to K.
The space ^(GLJA^GLJA^^ is most naturally a module for the Hecke
algebra ^(G^K^n)) = ^^s^0^ ^.(P?)) ^^g ^ ^^ convolution. Since
Ki(n) is not the maximal compact subgroup of G8, the algebra Jf^G®, K.i(n)) is not
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necessarily commutative. However ^(G^ K^) = ^v^T^^v^ KJ ls commutadve since
K^ == ri^rr Ky and K^ is the maximal compact subgroup at all places v ^ T. The algebra
^(G^ K^) is naturally a subalgebra ofJf^G 8 , K.i(n)) by the embedding <D ^0^ 00
where 0^, is the normalized characteristic function of Kr;v == II^rjy K.i(p^) CGy.,
i.e., the characteristic function ofKr^/ divided by the volume of Krr'. Then ^(G^ K^)
is the subalgebra of functions whose support lies in K^, G7. For any g e G® let 0^
denote the characteristic function of the double coset Ki(n) ^Ki(n) divided by the volume
ofKi(n).
The commutative algebra ^(G^ KT) acts naturally on ^(GLJ^NGLJA))^
by right convolution
^ *?) {g} = J^^W 9(^) dh
for 0 e^G^ K'1^) and 9 e ^(GLJ^NGL^A))^.
When keeping track of the actions of K-o(n) and r^n) it is most convenient to
use an intermediate algebra between Jf(G8, Ki(n)) and Jf^G^ K^). Let us set
G^n) = ( n Ko,,(p^)) G^
yeT'
Then G^G^DG11 and G^n) 3Ko(n) ^Ki^). Since Ko(n) normalizes K.i(n) and
has as quotient Ko(n)/Ki(n) ^ n,er Ko(p^)/Ki(p^) ^ n^T^^/P^)' ^ (^s/n)' we
see that the double coset algebra .^(G^n), K.i(n)) is naturally isomorphic to
C^Og/H)^ ©^{G^, KT) and is therefore again commutadve and contains .^(G^ K^).
Let us set ^(n) = ^(G^n), Ki(n)).
As before, the commutative algebra ^(n) acts on e^(GL^(^)\GL^(A); (o)3^ by
right convoludon
(0^)(g)=J^O(A)9(^)^
for 0 ejf(n) and 9 e ^(GL^^)\GL^(A); o))^^.
There is a corresponding classical Hecke algebra, which we will denote by ^(n)?
which acts on ^(ro(n)\Gg; (Og, /,;1). To describe e^(n), let M == GL^k) n Gg G s (n).
The group M consists of those rational matrices y e GL^(A) such that for all v e T' the
^-component y,, l^s in K^ y(p^). We may view M as a subgroup of GL^(A) and hence
of both Gg and G8. Then I\(n) = GLJA) n Gg K^n) C M.
Lemma A.I. — The map a : ri(n)\M/ri(n) -> KiOt^G^K^n) wA^A ^ ^w
^ ri(n) ^(n) h-> Ki(n) ^Ki(n) ^ zyy^^ w^A ^^ K^n^G^nVK^n). Furthermore^ if we have the decomposition into right cosets I\(n) ^(n) = U f l 3 r i ( n ) ^^ also

K3(n)^(n)=Ua,Ki(n).
Proof. — This argument is modeled after that of Shimura [41], who proved a
similar result for GLg.
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Let V be the n-dimensional vector space on which GL^(k) acts having basis
{ ^i, ..., e^ } with respect to which K and Ki(n) are defined. If A is the space of Og-lattices
in V then there is a natural action of both GL^(A) and G8 on A [37]. Let
Lo = Og ^i + . . . -{- o^e^be the free Og-latdce such that GL^o8) is the stabilizer of Lo
in G® and GL^(Og) is the stabilizer ofLo in GL^(A). Set Li = Og e^ + • • • + Og e^ _ ^ + n^n 5
so that K-o(n) is the set of g e 0s such that ^Lo = Lo and ^L^ = Li, and K.3(n) is the
subgroup of elements g which act trivially on Lo/Li. We define F^n) in GL^(A) by the
same conditions.
Let u e K.i(n) and ^ e M. We first claim that there exists y e r^n) and u^ e Ki(n)
such that ut = y^r To see this, consider the lattices Lg == dL.o and L3 == utLo. After
scaling by an element of Z^(^) if necessary, which will not effect our conclusion, we may
assume Lg, LgC Lo. By the theory of invariant factors, Theorem 81.11 of [37], there
exists a basis A^, ..., x^ of V and Og-ideals di, ..., a^ and fractional ideals b^, ..., b^
such that
Lo = di A:i + ... + a^ ^

Lg == ai bi ^ + ... + a^ b^ ^
and L3 = ^L^.
Consider a place y e T7. Then ^ e K^(p^) and ^ e K o ^ ( p ^ ) . Therefore
LQ^ = L^^ == L3^. Hence ^ L^^ = L^ with ^ = 1,,.
Consider a place y ^ T. Then Lg^ = ^ Lg^ = ^(S(a,),, (b,)^ ^). Now write
u^ = ^ ^ where det(^) = 1 and ^ is the diagonal matrix diag(det(^), 1, .... 1) with
respect to the basis { ^i, .. ., ^ }. Then dy LQ^ == L^ ^ so that ^ e K^ and hence
u1, e K,. Also u, L^, == ^ ^(S(a^ (bj, ^) = ^ L^,. Hence ^ L^^ = L^,.
Let ^ ^ n ^ . Then ^ e Ki(n) n SLJA8) is such that ^ Lg = Lg. Let ^ e A X
be such that L^, Lg, Lg DAo. Then by strong approximadon for SL^ there exists
yeSL^(^) such that y ^ M1 (mod c0g). Then y^ = La, yLo = Lo, and since
y^ == 1 (mod co,,) for v e T', y ^ L i ^ = = L i , , and y acts trivially on Lo/Lr Hence
Y e SLJA) n Gg Ki(n) C I\(n). We now have y^Lo = y^ = La = ^Lo. Hence there
exists 1/1 in the stabilizer of Lo in G®, namely K8, such that ut == y^i. Since t, u, and y
are all in K.o(n), we must have u^ e Ko(n) as well. However, since u^ == t~1 y~ 1 ^^ we see
that MI acts trivially on Lo/Li and so u^ e K.i(n). Thus ut == y^i with y e ri(n) and
MieKi(n).
We are now ready to prove injecdvity. Let t^ t^ e M be such that
Ki(n)^Ki(n)==Ki(n)^Ki(n).

Then there exist u^u^e Ki(n) such that ^ ^ = ^ ^ • Write u^ ^ = Yi ^i ^3with Yi e ^l(^)
and %3 e Ki(n). Then yi ^i ^3 = ^ ^2- Hence ^1 y^ e GL^(^) n Gg Ki(n) == ri(n). Thus
y^ ^ === ^ v2 a^ I\(n) ^i ri(n) == ri(n) t^ T^n). Thus the map a is injecdve. The fact
that the image is Ki^Vy^nVK^n) is clear.
27
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Now suppose that for t e M we have I\(n) rt\(n) == Il7==i aj ^iW' Muldplying
by K.i(n) on the right we have I\(n) ^Ki(n) == Ua, Ki(n) and it is easy to see that
a, K.i(n) = a, K.i(n) implies that a, I\(n) == a, I\(n) so that the right hand side is a
disjoint union. But as we have seen above, any ut with u e Ki(n) and t e M can be written
as ut = Y^I with y e r\(n) and ^ e Ki(n). Hence K^n) ^Ki(n) = I\(n) riECi(n). This
finishes the proof. D
We will also need the following result on the choice of coset representatives.
Lemma A. 2. — For teM there exists a decomposition I\(n) rt\(n) == IIa^ I\(n)
witha,ePWr,(n).

Proof. — This lemma is a consequence of the class number one assumption.
To better illustrate this, let us first consider the case where there is no level, so
n = Og and F == r\(n) == IVn) == GL^(Og), and remove the class number assumption
for the moment. Then M == GL^(A). We claim that | f^{k)\GL^k)/r [ == Ag.
To prove this, let us first recall some facts about the classification of lattices over
the Dedekind domain Og [28]. If L is a Og-lattice of rank n then L has the form
L = di A:i + ... + a^
with a, fractional Og-ideals. The group GL^(^) acts on these lattices and this action has
a complete invariant, namely the Steinitz invariant
St(L) = cl(ai ... aj
where cl(b) represents the ideal class of the fractional ideal b. So, given two
rank n lattices Li and Lg there exists an element y s GL^k) such that yLi = Lg if and
only if St(Li) == St^) [28, Theorem 10.14]. Since F === GL^(Og) is the stabilizer
in GL^(A) of the standard lattice
Lo == Og ^ + . . . + Og ^

then the set GL^(^)/F is in one-to-one correspondence with the set Ag of all rank n
Og-lattices with trivial Steinitz invariant.
Now consider the action of P^(A) on the space AQ. Geometrically P^(^) is the
subgroup of GL^(A) which preserves the subspace < ^, ..., ^ _ i > spanned by the first
n — 1 of the standard basis vectors. It has the structure of a semi-direct product of
GL^_i(A) X GLi(^) acting on k " " 1 . If Li eAg then we may associate to Li the rank
n — 1 sublatdce L^ == L^ n < ^, ..., ^_i >. We claim that the Steinitz invariant
of Li, i.e., St(L»i n < ^, ..., ^_i » is a complete invariant of the action of P^(A) on A^.
Suppose that L^,!^ eAo and L^ ==^Lg with ^ eP^(^). Let

L:; =L.n<^, ...,^_i>.
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Then by Theorem 81.3 of O'Meara [37] there exists ^ = S^^, with a,^ + 0 and
fractional ideals a, such that

(A.5)

L,=L;+a^.

Let the action ofp on < ^ , • • • ^ n - i > be given by the element A 6GL^_i(A) then
from Li =^Lg we find L^ + diji = ALg + da ^2- Since neither y^ nor py^ lie in
<^i. • • • ^ n - i > we find
pL^ n < <?i, ..., ^_i > = Li n < ^, ..., ^i > == L^ == ALg
and hence St(Lg n < ^, ..., ^_i » = St(L;) = St(AI4) = St^Lg n < ^, . . . , ^ _ i ».
Hence St(L n < <?i, . . . , ^_i » is a P^) orbit invariant.
Now suppose that Li, Lg eAo are such that
St(Li n<^, ...,^-i» = St(La n <^, ...,^-i».
Let L^ = L, n < ^, ..., ^ _ i >. Then there exists A e GL^_i(A) such that L[ = AL^.
Write each L, as L, = L; + a,^ as in (A.5). Since St(Li) = St(Lg) and St(Li) = St(I4)
we see that di and a^ are in the same ideal class. So, modifying y^ by a non-zero scalar if
necessary, we may assume L, == L^ + ay,. Since each y, == S<z^, e^ with fl, „ + 0 we
may solve the equation
/A

b\

(o ^'-^
(with A e GL^_i(^) as above) for the {n — 1) X 1 vector b and the non-zero scalar rf.
Then j& = (
| e P^(A) and j&Lg = Li, so that Li and Lg lie in the same P^(A)-orbit.
\0 d )
Hence St(L n < <?i, ..., ^ _ i » is a complete invariant for the action of PJ^)
on AQ ^ GL^(^)/r. Since this invariant can take on any ideal class as a value, we see
that | P^)\GL^)/r | == Ag as desired. In the case n = 2 this is the usual proof that
the number of cusps for the full Hilbert modular group is equal to the class number
of the underlying field.
Now let us return to the class number one case, i.e., we again assume Ag = 1.
Then the above argument gives that GLJ^) = P^(A) GLJOg) which implies the lemma
when there is no level n. In the case of level, we claim that M = (P^) n M) F^n)
from which the lemma follows. Of course, we have M D (P^) n M) IVn) so we need
only prove the opposite inclusion. Let m e M. Since Ag == 1 we may write m = p^ with
pef^k) and yeGL^Og). View GLJOg) as GL^k) n Gg K8. Then for » e T ' we
have ^==A,Y. or ^==77^^. Since w,eKo,,(p^) and y.eGLJoJ we see that
A,eGLJo,) at these places. But P^,) n GL^(o,) C K^(p^). Hence p, e K^(p^)
for v e T' and p e P^) n M. Now consider y. Since y e GLJOg) == GLJA) n Gg K8
we know that for all v ^ S we have Yr e K^ • Now if v eT we have T^ == ^71 m^ e Ko. r(P^) •
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Hence y e GL^k) n Gg Ko(n) == ro(n). Thus M == (P^) n M) Fo(n). This then proves
the lemma for Ag == 1. D
Let ^(n) denote the C-span of the double cosets Fi(n)\M/Ti(n). Then the
map a induces a C-linear bijection a : e^(n) ->e^(n) which takes the double
coset Fi(n) ^I\(n) to the normalized characterisdc function Q(. The algebra structure
on ^(n) is the pull back of that of ^f(n) via a. If I\(n) ^Fi(n) e e^(n) then the
classical Hecke operator ^ acting on ^(Fo(n)\Gg; (Og, ^1) is defined as follows. For
/e^(Fo(n)\Gg; co,, ^1) and Fi(n) ^\(n) = U^ Fi(n) the acdon is
(rj')(^g)=S/(^g).
j

If we recall that ^(n) acts on ^(GL^(^)\GL^(A); co)3^ by convoludon

(<I>*9)^) = = J^ ( I ) ?y(^)^
for 0 eJ^(n) and 9 e ^(GL^)\GLJA) $ co)^^, then we have the following result.
Proposition A.I. — The bijection

^(GLJA)\GLJA); co)^ ^ ^(Fo(n)\Gg; (Og, ^ 1 )
^Z^TZ m (A. 4) ^ o^ isomorphism of Hecke modules under the identification of algebras given by
a- 1 :^)^^^)3. Comparison of automorphic representations

We would now like to compare certain automorphic subrepresentations of
^(Fo(n)\Gg$ (Og, ^1) which consist of Hecke eigenfunctions for the subalgebra Jf^
ofJ^(n) which corresponds via a with the subalgebra ^(G^ K^ ofJ^(n), with the
representadons they generate in ^(GL^(A)\GL^(A) $ co). For the sake of envisioned
applications we work in the context of cyclic representations rather than irreducible ones.
Theorem A. — Let IIg be a cyclic automorphic subrepresentation of ^(Fo(n)\Gg$ co, %^ 1 )
which consists of Hecke eigenvectors for jf^ r^ ^(G^ K^) with eigencharacter A. Then there
exists an irreducible automorphic representation n' o/*GL^(A) such that Tig is a constituent of IIg
and II^ is the unique irreducible representation of G7 with eigencharacter A.

Proof. — Using the isomorphism of (A. 4) we may embed II g as a Gg-invariant
subspace of J^(GL^(A)\GL^(A) ; co) consisting of Ki(n)-fixed vectors. Let^o be a cyclic
generator of IIg in J^(GLJA)\GL^(A) ; co). Let (II^ V^) be the GLJA) subrepresentadon generated by IIg. Then IIi will also be cyclic, generated byj^.
Let JP be the unique irreducible admissible G^module associated to the character A of^G^K^ [3].
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Since/o is a Hecke eigenfunction for J^ with eigenfuncdonal A, then as an element
of ^(GLJA)\GLJA); co) it is an eigenfunction for ^(G^ KT) as well.
Let U be a maximal GL^ (A)-invariant subspace ofVi not containing/o (such a U
exists by Zorn's lemma). Then VJU is a non-zero irreducible subquotient of the space
of automorphic forms and hence admissible by [6], paragraphs 4.5 and 4.6. Call the
representation of GL^(A) on this quotient II'. Then II' is an irreducible automorphic
representation and II' = ®II^. Since II' is irreducible and contains a K7 fixed vector
with eigenfuncdonal A, namely the image of/o, we see that 11^ ^ IP. Now consider IIg.
Since the map V\ -> II' is intertwining, we see that IIg is an irreducible quotient of V\.
Since 111 was generated by the Gg module IIg, IIg must be isomorphic to an irreducible
constituent of IIg. D
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